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TOOK LAUD NOI
William 'Taylor Attempts
to End Life with Drug,
NOT THE MEN
EXPECTATION OF OFFICERS
SUBSIDES IN IDENTIFI-
CATION.
CHARGES FRANCE
VOL 22, NO. 223
IN MOURNING
WITH COMPLICITY IN THE eHICAGO FLAGS AT HALFMATOZ REVOLUTION MAST AS TRIBUTi...:TONOW. FIELD.
Reree Lontred Over Ballinger France Ordered Information Furrush-DESPONDENT.
 
lt5VER - Well and Said He Was toe ea itevolutionints and Did OtherCONTINUED DRINKING. Wrong Party. Things
Attending Doctor This Morning 'Ear-
ly Regarded Taylor's Condition
As Quite Serious.
DEED ATTEMPTED
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON.
Yesterday aiternoon shortly after 2
o'clock William Taylor ateempted to
commit suicide in a room on the sec-
onl floor of the Third and Norton
street saloon, that was formerly con-
ducted by Casper Jones, who sevesal
weeks ago sold out to Jack Nelson
and his partner Sears. The desperate
young man took laudanum in trying
to end his life.
The young Man is' a son of Mr.
Young Taylor, the dry docks man',
who was formerly in the city coun-
cil for several terms from the Fourth
ward. Yesterday he eried to buy
laudanum from, Druggist Joe Gard-
ner, of Third and Tennessee streets,
stating that he wanted to take 'his
life. Gleaning his intention the drug
gist refused to sell him the poison.
Knowing it would not do then to di-
vuige his object, he went to the T.
Cooney drug house, at Fifth and
Jackal:on streets, and said he wanted
the drug for medicinal purposes. Not
suepecting anything Dr. Cooney let
him have it.
Taylor then proceeded to the sae
loon at Third and Norton streets and
going upstairs to one of the bed
rooms gulped down the content's of
the vial, which was between one and
two ounces. He then informed the
colored potter what he had done andhis object, and the darkey immediate
ly acquainted the proprietors with
Taylor's rash act.' Dr. Horace Riv-
ets was summoned and found Taylorin an unconscious condition. The
pherSician rapidly resorted to the
emergency messier., adopted in des-
perate eases of this character, and in-jecding emetics produced a violent
vomiting whioh relieved the stomach
of its dangerous contents. This re-lieved Taylor and he seemed to be doing all right and was rational' untillate last night, when be lapsed againinto a comatose condition and the
dOctors pronounced his stage quite
serious.
This morning early he was consid-
ered in quite a bad state. He is still
above the saloon where he took 'thelaudanum.
Taylor is about aft years of age,
married and a ship caulker by pro-fession. He has many friends whodeeply regret his rah act, which it is
thought was performed while under
the influence of liquor as he wasdrinking yesterday and has also been
foe several preceding days.
MOVE TOWARD
FAIR PRIMARIES.
Senator Ward Thinks His Bill Willi
Fill a Long Felt Want.
hfro P. W. Easay, of Tunica, Miss.,
arrived 'here last evening at 8 o'clock
from St. Louis to take a look at the
negro Bud Ballinger, who is held in
the county jail on a petty larceny
starge, and who was thought to be
the darky that murdered Young Clif-
ton twenty months ago at that Mh-
sissippi town. After looking over
Ballinger thoroughly Mr. Easay
stated that he was not the man.
The visitor then left this morning at
3:45 o'clock for Tunica, his mission
to this city and St. Louis having been
a fruitless one.
A negro had been arrested in St.
Louis and confessed to being the
George Jenkins, that sommitted the
murder, and who BaTlinger was
thougkt to be. Mr. Easay is a closefriend of ths murdered man, and was
sent from Tunica -up to St. Louis to
see if the right man had been caught.
After he got there he found the sus-
pect was not the murderer, and the
negro then li'mself stated he was the
wrong one. The authorities there be-live he had his head full of "coke" at
the time he asserted he was the fugi-
tive, ana then on coming to himself
realized what he had done and provedhimself some other.
While Mr. Easay was over there
he received word of the captive here,
and came last evening to see if this
one was the proper party. He gothere on the St. Louis train at 8
o'clock and was taken to the ccintyjail where Ballinger was brought out
and carefully gone over. Mr. Elesay
said he greatly resembled the mur-
derer, but was not the right man.
The negro was then put back in his
cell, while the Tunica man left this
morning for his Mississippi home.
There is a $1,3co reward for the
George Jenkins, who killed Young
Clifton, and by Ballinger proving not
to be the darky, Officer Emile Gour-
ieux is knocked out of that much
money as he was the one who made
the a. rest.
Ballinger had been taken charge of
on a warrant gotten out against him
by a negro woman named Lizzie
Jenkins ofonear Ninth and Washing-
ton streets,' who sent Ballinger to the
home of e well-known family here, to
collect $1.25 due the woman for do-
mestic work. Ballinger reterned and
said the fa,mily would not pay the
money then, while the negress
charges he was paid the coin and
pocketed same. The charge against
him is petty larceny.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. z8.—The pri-
mary bill introduced in fthe senate
yesterday by Senator' E. C. Ward,
of Henderson, will revoletioniee the
methods of holding primaries in the
static if adopted, and will be one of
the most radical teps yet attempted
to 
-regulate the selection of party nom
liters. Senator Ward declares that it
widl enable the panty primaries to be
conducted in a fairer manner than
heretofore, and gays it is his opinion
that the plan will wank to perfection.
Under Senator Ward's bill, provis-ion is made for the holding of all par-
ty primaries on the same day, under
the supervision, of !the regular elec-
tion officers, appointed by the various
y election ,commissioners, in the
ting pfaces and in the same
e believes that the officers
divided between the
will act as a check
y this means
Handsome Badge.
Yesterday there was received bornChicago the handsome gold plated
"captain's" badge ordered for Capt.Prank Harlan, of the police force.The insignia is a gem and quitebeautiful, with fine engraving ont it,together with. Nedra, sire' °Sing theposition the wearer holds.
Nothing equals the arrogance ofsome metOs so-called humble opin-ions.
STATE'S INTERESTS
WILL NOT BE HURT.
Caracas, Jan. 17, via Port-of-Spain,
Jan. 18.—The Constitutional, in pub-
lishing the conresponrlence preceding
the diplomatic rupture between Ven-
ezuela and France, claims to prove
the complicity of the French govern-
ment in the Matoz revolution. The
paper says:
"We do not accuse the cable com-
pany, whose responsibilities we con-
sider to be eliminated. We accuse
the Frenoh government of disloyalty
to Venezuela, because, while our rep-
resentatives and ministers were sin-
cerely and honorably seeking legal
solutions of the difficulties in the light
of internal reciprocity, France co-op-
elated with Matoz, the leader of the
revolution, to stain our valleys and
cities with blood.
Helped Matoz.
"France privately ordered the man-
agers@ of the cable company to trans-
mit ieformation to the revolutionists,
assisted in bankrupting the credit of
the government abroad and endanger
ed the integrity of the national terri-
tory."
A memorandum of the conference
between the American minister, Mr.
Russell, and Foreign Secretary Ybar-
ra on the subject of the government's
fsilure to invite M. Taiguy, the
French charge d'affaires, to the offi-
cial New Year's reception, says, fur-
ther, that Minister Russell said:
Board of Trade and Stock Exchange
Will Stop Business at Noon on
Day of Funeral..
Threat From Root.
"Secretary Root has cabled me-ex-
pressing that he is deeply interested
in the question, and adds that grave
. consequences will surely follow if the
situation is not changed intmediate-
ly."
A decree expelling from Venezuela
M. Jaccoux and M. Bourget, respec-
tively the managers of the French
cahle-stations at Caracas anii Lardy-
ra, for disnegarding the laws of the
republic, was published yesterday.
Solid Vote of Kentucky's Representa-
tives in Favor of the Philippine
Tariff Bill.
Waehington, Jan. 18.—The fact
that the solid vote of the Kentecky
delegation was cast in favor of the
Philippine tariff bill created sonue sur-
prise. Kentucky hag barge tobacco
and hemp int rests, but the Kentucky
representatives. have no fear that n
reduction on tobacco and 'hemp, com-
ing from the Philippines, will creat
a competition that will injure the Ken
tucky products. .
Repnreentative Frank A. Hopkins,
of Kentucky, in reference to his vote
in fever of the Philippine tariff bill,
end:
"The tobacco rii;ers in the Philip-
pines can itevee compete with the to-
bacco grown in Kentucky, - because.
the quality ie so inferior that they
cannot come into competition. I
voted for the Philippine tariff bill be-
cause, as a democrat, I believe that itis utterly wrong in, principle for the
United States to levy a tariff against
any of its possessions. It is exactly
analgous to the practice of taxing
without giving representation; that
was one of the prime causes of the
revolutionary war. While the Philip
pine- bill still retains a duty of 29 per
cent. of the Dinsrley rotes, it is a step
its the direction of free trade, and was
the only bill that we will have an op-
tl 'lite to vote upon."
The victory of CM boom Manin the vote on the Philippine bill has
curbed the insurgent movement to
flatten out like a pancake. The joint
statehood bile will pass as certainly
as it goes to a vote. . The insurgents
are licked.
Only a very' lazy man is afirr... to
'earn money because it may be tann-
ed.
HOME DESTROYED
W M FOUST'S HOUSE AND
NEARLY ALL OF THE CON-
TENTS BURNED
R. J. Fisher Suffered a Several Hun-
dred Dollar Lou at His Home
Near Benton.
Chicago, Jan. al.—Chicago went
into mourning yesterday for the death
oi Marshall Field. From the board
of trade, most of the banks and prac-
tically all of the big wholesale and
retail stores flags were flown at half-
mast, while the Field stores remained
silent behind .closed doors and' drawn
shades.
While almost every organization de
voted to the interest of the develop-
ment of Chicago adopted resolutionshonoring the memory of Mir. Field,the State street merchants met and
agr.ed to close their storm tomor-
row from 12 to a o'clock—while thefuneral is in progress.. The board of
trade, of which Mr. Field was a memher, will stop trading for the day at12:30 o'clock, and the Ceerar library,
cf which he was a director, under the
will of John Crerar, will be closed
after it o'clock. The Chicago stack
exchange will close at 12:30.
In connection with the announce-
menit. of funeral arrangements, there
came out late last night plans for apeculiarly touching tribute which will
suggest the respect and affection feltfor the dead :merchant by all associat
eci with him in business. This tribute
will take the form of a memorial meeting of employes of the Field stores,
which will be held in the Auditorium
31 430 o'clock tomorrow, just alterthe funeral. • The meeting will be ad-dressed by a number of departmentthcads, officials of the company and by
old employes who knew Mr. Fieldpersonally.
Inasmuch as the Auditorium will
not seat half 6f the to,000 employee
of Field & Co. in the oity, the mem-
orial meeting will be especially forthe older employes.
iYeaterday morning about it o'clock
fire destroyed the residence and most
of the contents of Mr. W. M. Foust,
who lives near Briensburg, in Mar-
shell county.
„ Mr. Foust is one of the best knownfarmers of that section and had a
very 4Ite frame home which ignitedin, a manner that was not learned
here, where' the news came right
away. Being eut in the countey with
no facilities 'to fight the flames the
people could do nothing except save
the furniture, whidh they rescued in
the main but not fully.
The loss will amount to between$2,500 and $3,000 with not a dollar ofinsurance.
Another Blaze.
Marshall county was visited by an-
other blaze yesterday, it occurring an
'hour after the Foust fire. This sec-
ond one was at the home of Mr. - R.J. Fisher, brother of Judge JameeFisher. Only a smell lore occurredin this instance, it asnounting to
'about Poo. Mr. Fisher is the form-
er assessor for Marshall county and.luckily, carried insurance on his prop
erty.
A grievous famine is reported inJapan, in three of the northern prov-inees. populatioa sai pearly three
millions has been reduced to the ne-
cessity of living on hrubs, roots and
WEALTHY LOUISVILLIAN
KILLS HIMSELF.Louisville, Ky., Jan. t&—Ernest J.Norton, one of the wealthiest young
man in Louisville, shot and killedhimself yesterday afternoon in a bath-
room at the Norton Infirmary. Hehad been in ill health for a longtime and despondency front this is be-lieved to have been the cause. Three
weeks ago he went to the infirmary,bqt had not improved. Mr. Norton
was 30 years of age. He was the son
of Earnest L. Norton, a hanker, whodied twenty-five years ago, leavinghim a large fortune. He married
Miss Fettle Zorn, daughter of Sebas-
tian Zorn, a millionaire grain dealer.
bark
LEGS CRUSHED
LIVELY SCRAP KICKED TO DEATH
EDWARD MORGAN ASSAULT-ED PROe. J. S. RAGSDALE
YESTERDAY.
CLYDE RAY, COLORED, DIED
AT THE RAILROAD
HOSPITAL.
The Cissl- Crsw Oct c" the 'Profeszerthassusung ear. inss.gairs
a Schodar.
Fell Beneath Work Train Yesterday
at Dawson and Had Limbs
Nearly Cut Off.
At Time Lad was Assist-
ng Dumb Brute.
SitiE,11y)P
LIVED 1
4
asseav MOMENTS
'Yesterday shortly after noon Prin- Struck a Mule on Rump andcipal J. S. Ragsdale, of the public Delivered Kick in the Breastschool at Fourth and Ohio streets, the Animal.and Mr. Edward Morgan, the black-
smith and buggy man, hadi a livelyscrap at the school building whichthe professor in question presides
over. As result of the altercation Mr.Morgan was arrested on two war-
rants, one accusing him of fighting
and the other charging him with dis-turbing the public schools.
Mr. Morgan's little boy attendsthat building, and the father claimsthe professor has suspended him andkept him in during recess and after
study hours. The was boy re-instatedYesterday the professor whipped the
'boy. The father claimesthe right to
whip the lad himself, and not let theprincipal do so. Yesterday thefather went to the school and gotinto an argument with the professor,
with result that Mr. Morgan as-
saulted the instructor, hitting him
several times, while Prof. Ragsdale
struck the other, cutting a slightgash on his chin.
No warrants have been taken outfor the teacher. The matter will be
aired in the police court this nrsern-ing. Mr. Morgan says the professorgave no excuse for .hipping the boy,
while the teacher claims he was in theperfect right altogetinos.
Yesterday shortly after noon near
Dawson, Ky., Clyde Ray, colored,
received injuries that resulted in hisdeath here last evening about to
o'clock at the railroad hospital. Hisbody was, after demise, moved to
the Pool & Nance undertaking cabals-lishmetnit, where it is being held awaiting word from his relatives as to
What disposition is desired of thebody.
Ray is about 18 years of age and
was connected with the railroad in a
minor capacity with the work train
working up around Dawson. Vetter
day in tome manner he fell under the
wheels of the cars that passed overboth his lower limbs and crushed
them in a most fearful manner. He
was kept at Dawson until there pass-
ed the passienger train arriving here
shortly after 6 o'clock last evening,
when he was sent here for treatment
at the 'hospital. On reaching the 
i 
in-litution the surgeons saw that his
'prier' were of a nature that could
not be counteracted, -so he gradually
sank, expiring in about three hours
after being taken to; the hospital.
Although a full report of the acci-dcrt -has not yet been made the hoe-pital here, still it is understood thathis father resides ia ,Henderson, Ky.,
where word of the fatal injuries hasbeen sent, together with inquiry asto what is desired of the body.
CALEB POWERS' CASE
IN THE SUPREME COURT.
Attorney General Hays in Waabing-
ton and Will File Brief.
DIED
Was
by
IN ARMS
OF TWO. FRIENDS.
Yesterday evening between 5 and6 o'clock Zettie, the sixteen year oldson of Mr. James Shephard of theMlelber section of the county, waskilled outright by the strong kick ofa vicious mule that he was driving toa team. The accident happened rightin front of the home of Mr. W. F.Hall, the farmer who lives two milesbeyond l'sfelber and who is a brotherof Mr. John Hall, the well-knownreal estate dealer of West Broadwaywho is connected with the Whitte-
more agency in the fraternity build-ing.
Washington, Jan. al.—That argu-
ment in the Caleb Powers case wasbegun late this afternoon. Attorney
General Hays, of Kentucky, is here
and will file the brief of the common-
wealth, setting forth the following
claims:
First—The decision of the Court of
e
Appeals of Kentucky that W. S.Taylor was not governor of the state
when he assumed to grant a pardon
to Powers and that the pardon istherefore invalid presents no federal
question.
Second—That the status of Ken-
tucky for the selection of jurors and
the trial of criminal prosecutions are
not repugnant, in any respect, to the
constitution of the United States. '
Third—The possibility that the
officers of the state court will dis-
regard the statutes of the state andpractice unlawful discrimination in
summoning jurors; at the next trigis not ground for removal under sec-
tion 641.
Fourth—The petition for removaldues not allege that the officers ofthe state court will practice unlawfuldiscrimination in selecting jurors at
the next trial.
Fifth-4'11e possibility that thejudge who presides at the next trialin the state court will commit err&
of law in overruling challenges to thepanel is not ground for removing the
prosecution into a federal court.
Sixth—The right to trial by an im-
partial jury in a state court is not
guaranteed by the constitution Or
laws of the United States.
Seenth—Section 281 of the Crimi-
nal Code of Kentucky is not repag-
nant to the constitution of the UnitedStates and does not authorize a re-
moval in advance of trial.
Eighth—The commonwealth is en-
titled to writ of mandamus.
According to La Trinruna di Roma
one of the gaiters worn by Garibaldi
when be was wounded ir the battle
of Aopromonte, August 28, 1862, hasbeen presented to the mayor ofRome.
Nathan Weelesr Hate, congressmanfoeni Tennessee, can claim d'es'centfrom Oliver Cromwell, and one cdhis
ancestors served a, quartermaster-I general under George Washington.
BRYAN HAS NOT
CHANGED VIEWS.
The unfortunate young man wasdriving along the road two miles be-yond Melber, a team of four mules.When he got to the high part of the
road, alongside which runs a levee
near the Hall home, one of the
animals slipped and fell down the
side of the declivity. The beast wasfagged out from its long travels, andit took Young Shephard quite a
while to get the beast up. Mr. WileyHall and another were along withYoung Shepherd and they told himthat inasmuch as the animal wasfagged down, it had better be taken
out, tied to the rear end of the
wagon and be lead, while the other
animal could pull the vehicle. Shep-hard acted upon this suggestion, un-hitched the mule and was preparing
to hitch it behind the wagon. wherethe animal became a little balky andlpulled back. Shepherd took his white
and struck the beast across the
rump while the hind legs of thd
animal were right in front of theyoung man. Like lightning th‘ bea!i
raised its feet and witli one fiei:c
blow, kicked Shephard right over thheart. The young man was knocked
about ten feet, and Hall and the
other rushed up to his ide. They
quickly picked up Shepherd and
started in the Hall homestead with
him, but the lad breathed his last be-fore they had gone TOO feet.
The body was taken .tiside the
Hall home and afterwards carrie.d ondown to the dead boy's uncle Mr.
Marion Shepherd who lived z mile or
two below. There the remains were
met by the father who was tele-
phoned and started tins ,way after
the corpse, that was then taken on
to his own home.
The unfortunate lad is well-knownin that section of the country, while
his father is a widely known farmer
of much prominence. As yet no ar-
rangements have been made for *e
funeral services. The accident
happened on a four mar stretch of
road that runs right along the line
dividing MlcCracken from Graves
county.
Sandakan, Borneo, via, Manila, Jan.
t8.—After leaving the Philippine Is-lands on his way to visit India, W.
J. Bryan made the following state-
ment to the Associated Press:
"My visit to the Philippines hasheen
very interesting and instructive, and
I appreciate the facilities afforded me
by the civil and military authorities
for a thorough investigation of the
Thsi has enabled me to col-
lect much knowledge which I hope
to use for the benefit of both the
American people and the Filipinos.
"The promise given by the rising
generation of the natives to use the
English language surpasses my ex-
pectetion; more than anything else.-
"My views regarding the independ-
ence of the islands hare not changed."
A military festival is to be held in
Colorado nest fall to commiemorate
the one handredth anniversary of the
Zebulon Pike expedition.
RIVAL COPPER KINGS
MAY MAKE FRIENDS
Rogers and Heinze Reported to Be
Trying to Come Together
Some .Way.
New York, Jan. t8.—It was stated
by an excellent authority that Henry
II. Rogers, head of the Amalgamated
Copper company, and F. Augustus
Heinze, president of the United
Cooper company, have been negoti-
ating lately with a view to combining
their copper interests.
Heinze has been tile flea* foe of
the Amalgamated in Montana, and
probably the most costly litigation in
the history of the mining industry has
been the result of the feud.
The presence in this city of twenty- •
five Western copper men gives color
to a belief that an important an-
nouncement bearing upon the copper
situation is likely try'lhe made at al-
most any time. In the grottp are
three Amalgamated Copper fawyees
and the confidential representative of
Senator WI A. Clark, who has laislv
had close relations with the 'Amalga-
mated.
From $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 has
been spent yearly in litigation by the
t 2usides. ,Seven mines have been
dolled by .order of the courts. This
war might be settled by the formation
of a holding company or a new issue
of Amalgamated in exchange for
United stocks
•
, • "
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*.*4 C1RCIJIT COURT.
REBATE INSURANCE CASE
S
ARE TO BE TRIED
TODAY.
Decisions and Orders of Yesterday—
Several Cares Continued and
Some Transferred.
Yesterday the jury was empaneled,
in the cases coining up in the 
circuit
count against the Interstate Life As-
surance company. By agree
ment it
was decided not to try the imp
ortant
litigation until today, so after swe
ar-
ing in the jury the judge adjourned
ithings over until this morning,
 all
other business having been dispo
sed
Of. They did not warit to take 
up
the matter until there could a
rrive
from Indianapolis, Ind., today 
the
officials, and chief counsel. The suit
s
are those filed against, dna com
pany
by the commonwealth, of Ken
tucky
for $500 in each action, on the ground
• that the company ha a been 
guilty of
giving rebates to policy holders i
n
violation of the state laws.
The jury brought in a verdict for
the defendant in the suit of H. L
.
Steyers against L. F. Wallace. Ste
y
ers claimed that he made a deal wit
h
• Wallace one Monday whereby 
Stay-
eas was to raise money by the nex
t
Saturday and buy some valuable tim-
ber land from Wallace. Stayers
claimed the Wallace agreed- to hold
the option binding until the coming
Saturday,abut that before that date
Wallace sold the land to another.
Steyer sued Wallace for $1,100 then
CAL the ground that he, Steyer, would
have made that amount of profit if
Wallaoe had sold him the ground.
Wallace proved though that he did
'not have any such cont.ract with him,
and that he learned Steyer was not
able to buy the land, so he said it to
another. Markie Worten was on the
losing side, representing the plaintiff,
hile the W44 known lawyers, Oliver,
Oliver & McGregor represented the
winning side.
There was continued the damage
snit of Samuel Stone against the
News-Democrat Publishing company.
The plaintiff claims the paper pub-
l. bed untrue and damaging things
about him, ao he wants aome little
damages.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
lodgaii a deed Showing he had trans-
ferred to Lillie Stewart property at
Eleventh and Madison streets in the
.auit of Philaatearart, administrator of
the lati'llf.'H..Hobsailaagairisa John
B. Hobson.
There was transferredd to the
equity side of the docket the suit of
F. M. alcGlatbery against Charles
R. Hall. Defendant owned the gro-
cery at Third and Jefferson streets
and sold 'it to plaintiff, who 11-N%
Ones Hall for $1;000 on the ground
that Hall iniarepresented to him the
assets and liabilities of the establish-
ment when Hall sold to McGlathery.
The plaintiff asked for a new trial
ci the snit of Earl K. Slater against
the Mergenshaler-Hortrin basket fac-
tory, wharein plaintiff sued for in-
juries received while working.around
machinery. He lost on firat hearing.
The plaintiff-filed motions and rea•
Sons for a me.% trial of the suit of J.
Forda/administ ra t or, against *me
Paducsk City Railway aseninpany.
Ford as killed by a car' on North
Thirteenth street and his estate sated
for damages, buelost the action.
Ell ,Guthrie was ordered to pay in-
to t ourt money in hisahands at the
Donna Lee Carney case. Miss Car-
ney worked for Guthrie at is dry
goods store and gat hit in the bead
with an elevator one day while look-
ing down the elevator shaft from the
eitcond to the tirct floor. She sued
for damages and. got $1,5oo judgment.
Now W. ,R. Howell sad R. H. Reed
sue her for money claimed due, I-14)w-
el: for lawyer's fees and Reed for doc
tor's fee. The money in the hands
of Mr. Guthrie has been attached by
Howell and Reed and it is ordered
paid into theliands of.the court now:
The plaintiffs made motions to take
petitions for confessed in the suits of
Styers vs. Bradshaw and O'Brien vs.
Walker.
alasaataa commissioner Cecil Reed
tramsferrod property to B. 13. Linn
and also a- piece to W.* B. Walters
'ilk the suit of J.. R. Walker, admin-
istrator. against Elma Dorris Walker.
There was di anti saed without
,prejudice the suit of Carl Murphy
,agaitrer the JHino Central railaoad.
Murphy was employed on the section
gang down about Barlow, and one
day while on a handcar was thrown
from a trestle, landed in a trice down
it, the ravine and received painful in-
juries.
THREE MEN KILLED.
Jacksonville, Ore., Ian. 18.—Three
men were blown, to pima; by an ex-
plosion of giant powder last Men in
the Opp mine. The.dad are Wm.
Broad, Bert Coffman and Fred John-
son. The cause of the explosion has
uot been determined. "
Bad Langtiage Used.
()littera Hurley and Singery
arrested John Kelly, Tom Kei--
d Calvin Ke!ly. al color:el:I, On
live of using loud and profane
upon thr public streets near
depot. They were locked
thh morning before Judge
awn
SPECIAL SALE. • •
01 • Ial 0 D
 AY
sum..1 * OIL NA,
F or the above date we have prepared another
Big 5c Bargain Contef.
Filled and overflowing with nice and useful
articles, many of which are worth from
twenty-five to fifty cents each, and we
again offer you your choice and as many
as you wish for
FIVE CENTS EACH
SPECIAL FOR THE DAY YOU WILL FIND
many pieces in Altrohla, Syracuse, Carlsbad
and Austrian china, as well as the Genuine
English Porcelain. Think of it! Your choice
for only five cents each.
Bring Ya6r Basket
as none of these goods will be delivered.
Sale opens at 8 o'clock sharp.
. aavaa aaa'aa "••••••••• 
s, ata•-••••.‘ ra
Salesroom 112-114-116 N. Fourt
h St. Ware room 405-407 Jeff.
FATAL MISTAKE
FIREMAN JOHN AGNE
W IS
CHARGED WITH SEDUCING
SWEETHEART
Hattie Park Claims That Afte
r an
Engagement of Three Years He
Ruined Her
Yesterday morning Constable A.
C. Shelton arrested John Agne
w up
on the charge of seducing 
Hattie
I'ark. He executes bond for his ap-
pearance before Jiistied Charles E
m-'
cry, tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clo
ck.
The young girl is about 19 years
 of
age and resides on Huntingdon R
ow
with her parents, Mr. Jamas A. Par
k
and wife, the former of whom is em-
ployed in the carpentering departm
ent
of the Illinois Cemral railroad, 
Ag-
new resides in Wortenas addition and
is a fireman upon the sarde road.
The girl has a child two month;
old and claims: that Agnew is the
father of the illegitimate offspring.
She says that rheY have been sweet-
hearts for four years pa I. and. have
been engaged to. marry ajare t9o3,
hat that late. February Agno,.v induc-
ed her to waywardness under the
aacred pledge of their anticipated wed
ding.
The varrant was taken out' before
Justke Emery and turned over to
Constable Sheldon who arrested the
young man. Agnew gave bond for
his appaarance before the court to•
morrowf,att which time Lawyer L. K.
Taylor will assist in prosecuting th:
rase, lie boing attorney for the Park
family.
HUNS AND ITALIANS
NOT TO BECOME CITIZENS
‘Vachingtoth Jan. tg.—The report
of Immigrant Inspector Marcus
Braun was received by the House
yesterday. It is severe in its
strictures on the governments of Italy
and Hungary. "Not a promise of the
Hungarian immigrant law has been
kept," he says: He asserts that aso,-
Ooo,000 has been sent the, United
States to Hatriary by immigrants.
According to the report. Hungarians
and Italians are encatiraged to refrain
from becoming American citizens,
and urged to Adhere, to the principles
of their home governments. Hun-
garians are advteed to establish their
own schools, churches, etc.. to avoid
the 'terrible danger" of becoming
rataratired in this: entiritry,
FAMILY OF SEVEN SLAIN
New Hampshire Murderer The
n
Burns Victims.
•
I Pembroke, N. H., Jan. i
8.—Seven
persons, all members of the family of
Charles Ayres, are supposeesto have
been murdered and then burned in a
tire which destroyed Ayers' farm-
house near here today. The bodies
of a child and of Ayer' mother-in-
law have been found in the ruins.
Mrs. Ayers and four children are
missing and it is feared :that they, too,
are victims of the fire.
Late today Ayers was found in a
dying condition on the Northford
turnpike, in the town of Chia:reaper.
There was a bulkt wound in his head
apparently self-inflioted. Ile is un-
conscious.
Thomas F. Clifford, county solici
tor of Merrimac county, said later
that there is little doubt•that the Sev-
en persons had -been murdered and
'the farm house set on fire.
'ilhe theory of the county authori-
ties is that Ayer was the murderer,
but up to a late hour they had been
unable to find any evidence to Indi-
c:14e the mehods employed to wipe
out the family. Whether the victims
were shot or killed by other means
cannot be told at present. •
' 
SENATOR ELKINS IN
RATE BILL FIGHT.
 
 
o
Chairman of Committee on Interstate
Commerce Takes Shot at the
Railroads.
Washington. Jan. ta.--Senator El-
kins, chairman of the senate commit-
tee on interstate commerce, 'has made
public his bill for the (regulation of
railroad rates which he proposes to
dffer foe the consideration of can-
grew.
In discassing it he makes no claim
that it is perfect, but declares that it
isathe best he can do-. He says !hat
the railroads are not satisfied with it
and that the lies not learned what oth-
er interests will think of it. The corn-
cis•siou is increased front seven to
nine members. Expenses of litiga-
tion are to be borne hy"the United
States.
.Tbe bill ,has been completed fully,
bat the section relating to the fixiirg
of rates embodies most of the import-
sat features. •
First Husband Dead.
Washington, Jan, tia—Dr. Swan M.
Burnett, a noted oculist of this city
and the former, husband of MTS.
Frances. lIodgeson. Burnett, died sud-
denly today of. heart failure.
Sujascriba for the Daily Register. '
ing,
POWER ATTORNEY
H. N. MARTIN CONFERRED
SUCH RIGHT ON E H.
PURYEAR
The Columbia Manfacturing Company
Filed Articles of Incorporation
Yesterday.
Yataerday in the county clerk's of-
rice there was lodged a document
showing that H. N. Martin, of Lou-
isville, hat/ conaerred power of attor-
ney upon E. H. Puryear so the lattet
could look after some local business
of the other.
State Saloon License.
Grim' Gray, of Ito South Third
street, has sold 4iis saloon at that
number to Harry S. Allen, and the
state coffer house license was trans-
ferrer) to the latter by the clerk.
Property Sold.
.Property lying on the Hinkley/11e
road, out in the county', 'has been soli'
by Leopold Reber to Nannie Garner,
for $75o, and the. deed filed for ree-
ordwitb the county clerk.
Louise P. Martin sixectsted a deed
to W. A. Martin correcting the de-
scription given in property heretofore
sold by former to latter, araMocquot
and Madisol streets,
Incorporating Articles.
Articles of incorporation bave been
filed with the clerk for the "Colum-
bia Manufacturing company" that cap
italizes at ato,000 with- the atrick di-
vided into shares °Lam° each, and
subscribed for as follows: Edward
R0(19, Jr., of Chicago, so abares; W.
F. Paxton, B. H. Scott, and Finis
E. Lack, to shares each. This is the
new.-company that bought out the
Rex concern of Meeliarsicaberg that
manufactures picture frames.
BIRMINGHAM RETURNS
CHAMBERLAIN AND ALLIES
London. Jan. 04.--The most promi-
nent feature -'of yesterday's election
returns, is the wholly unexpected
stand nia....de, by Birmingham. Not
only were all of- Joseph Chamber-
lain's seven candidates returned, but
Mr. Chamberlain himself secured a
-majority of s,000, while the niajobity i
of the others averaged 3,000. I
The Daily Register, • only toe: - "b Practice in al
l
week. _ , 
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$177,196 54
2,830.84
Furniture and Fixtures  
 
 
2,000 oo
Cash and Exchange   
 
55,178 81
$237,206 20
Special Sale
On Walt Paper:
THE GRE,ATEST BARGAINS IN WALL.
 
PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLI
C: YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND
 BORDLR TO MATCal
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 C
ENTS. NICE PLAIN FLU.
aAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR
IL SELLING AT 6 CENTS ,
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT 
ONLY il/ac PER SINGLE ROLi,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE RO
LL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDS
OME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, 15e, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS,
 ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW P
A NELL EFFECT, INGRATNII
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—
EVERY CONSIEVLABLii, C
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED 
BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HAND
SOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.
 THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE
 ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDIN
G, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND
 BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ..!ALL AND SEE OUR NICE
 LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TRE
AT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE
 MONEY:*
1.-IMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky ANT.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PAPIXAH REAL EST t.. WEST
ERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. rid,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR 
INVESTMENT. Ill'ESZTRN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL
 AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
,
101136 ‘• 24 W. WlEITTEMOR.g. laa
Condensed Statement of
MECHANICS' AND FAILMER.S
SAVINGS BANK
Paducah, Kentucky,
at close of business, Dec. 3e,
Loins and Discounts -
Stocks and Bonds  
Undivided profits  
Deposits 
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock 
50,000 oo
3,563 tr
.183.643.(29
$237,206. 20,
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DE
CLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAS
T `SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDE
RS ENTITLED
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
MECHANICS
I . and
'AITINGS BANTU,
FARMERS '
11111111111•111111111111111111111111111111111110111E
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Broadway,
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH TH1RDIST', PADUCAH, KV
MAHIL, [MO & CO.
J. IC. HENDR/CK. J. 0. MILLESWM. MARBLE. Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILI, CURE.
Hendrick 4Vlitler A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
- and Marble.
LAWYERS
•
Rooms
523
. • •
T, 2 and 3 Register Build
1•21 BralldWay.
the totals of the
37."
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUa
BLF.S AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLt TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRilta
STORES.
.. 
^.•r'"•!5 1
Subscribe far the Daily" Register,
•
v.
•
, 4141
fr
•
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_SUED CONSTABLE
Amiw' 
LEAVES CITY
J. H. HIGHTOWER CLAIMS J. ' E. ENGLISH OPENS A
SHELTON SOLD WRONG BROKERAGE HOUSE AT
a GOODS. SHREVESPORT.
s
Trustee Boyd Wants Taylor Fisher's
Assets Transferred to Henry
Grace Estate.
•
Yesterday, Justice Charles Emery
tried suit of J. H. Hightower against
A. C. Shelton, latter the constable,
but the magistrate will not render
his opinion until this morning.
The owner of the house occupied
by Hightower got out a distress war-
rant for rent due but not paid. The
warrant was put in the hands of
Constable Shelton, who levied upon
household furniture and sold same, to
snake enough money to pay the rent
Now Hightower's wife sues the con-
stabbe for $49 on the ground that the
furniture Shelton sold belonged to
her and not her husband, therefore
was not susceptible to levy for rent
the husband owed.
Sell Accounts.
The trustee of the Paducah Wagon-
works company yesterday in the
bankrupt court of Referee Bagby
filed a petition asking for authority to
sell at private sale for $100 the un-
collected accounts and notes held by
the defunct concern. The referee set
January 19th as the time for settling
whether or not the sale shall be held.
All the balance of the effects of the
concern have been disposed of.
Transfer Assets.
Trustee Boyd, of the Henry B.
Grace bankrupt estate, filed a petition
with the court, asking that the assets
-of Taylor 0, Fisher be transferred to
the Grace estate and made applicable
to liquidation of the debts of the
}atter. Grace and Fisher were in
partner's at one time. Grace sold
out to Fisher. Grace was then forced
into bankruptcy and had many debts
contracted while he and Fisher were
in partners. The latter was then
forced into bankruptcy, and now the
trustee for both estates, Lawyer
Boyd, wants Fisher's assests trans-
ferred and made susceptible to the
Grace firm debts.
Sued for Coal Bill.
The Theodore R. Troendle Coal
company has filed suit in the circuit
court against H. Miller Cunningham
for $133.70, claimed due for coal
plaintiff furnished defendant.
Sued for Divorce,
Samuel Bryant filed suit for
divorce against 0. L. Bryant, on the
ground that she has been guilty of
adultery upon numerous occasions.
• Magisterial Court.
Tomorrow morning County Attor-
ney Alben Barkley goes to the county
to prosecute the young fellow named
Lee, of the Mt. Zion neighborhood,
who is charged in the wort of Jus-
tice Gholson, with having cut Lonnie
Se-ay, ten days ago during a fight
they had at a dance given in the Stay
home and to which affair Lee was not
invited therefore, caused to become
angered.
BUSINESS DEAL
c
'Abram L Well & C Buy Out M1
Ashbrook'. Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
• known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
Oast 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
bought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope foe a continuance of the lib-
etal patronage accorded him, guaran-
teeing all satisfaction and apprecia-'
tion.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
DISCREPANCIES OF $150,000
TENNENT SHOE COMPANY
St. Louis, Jan. 18.—According to a
• statement by Frank P. Hayes of the
firm of Little & Hayes, financial
agents for the Tennent Shoe com-
pany, inquiry into the affairs of the
Tennent company has revealed dis-
crepancies of $15o,000, due, it is be-
lieved, to faulty book-keeping. john
Tennent, president of the com-
* pany, has tendered his resignation to
the Board of Directors, and his son,
'John H. Tennent, Jr., has resigned as
secretary of the company.
A waiter is a chap vtho has learned
to labor while he waits..
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Deal for New Ice Factory Has Never
Gone Through Here—Com-
mercial World.
Mr. James E. English left lost
evening at 6:10 o'clock for Shreves-
port, La., frhere he has entered busi-
ness havi g opened a commission
brokerage'lestablishment that he will
conduct rt ntif the last of this year,
when he expects to materialize an-
other big business project he has on
hand. Mr. English has been living
in thia city for the past ten years
and is a very eneoet:c aiid s'aread
young business man who has done
well at everything undertaken. He
has friends everywhere who hope' that
,he will continue his success and good
fortune at the Southern home which
he takes up.
The family of Mr. English will con-
tinue residing here until later in the
year, When they will be taken South
also. He expects to be back 'here
about evay-thirty days.
111•01.111••••
New Ice Factory,
The deal for the new ice factory
,here has not gone any further than
already published, and the outcome
of the project cannot be known for
sometime. The St. Louis parties be-
hind the movement came here, got
many people to sign contracts agree-
ing to take ice at a reduced price, as
compared with that paid now. The
promoters then took an option on the
old Allard mill at First and Wash-
ington streets, and have now gone
back to St. Louis, without having
closed .any negotiation for the huge
buikling. They had business back
there aitd until their return it will
not be known whether the promotion
will be carried through.
New Clubrooms,
The furnishings for the Paducah
Traveling Men's club are now being
moved into their quarters above the
Commercial club rooms on oSouth
Fourth street, and the travelers ex-
pect to have their grand opening by
next Saturday evening, the last night
of the week, there being in the city
the largest number of knights of the
grip, who comprise thie entire body.
The rooms have been remodeled
and made into excellent clubrooms,
while the furnishing committee is
now having the furniture and equip-
ment moved into position, ready for
the opening and continued use of the
(luart rs.
Insurance Companies.
The insurance companies that the
Abtam la. Weil & Company insur-
ance agency bought from R. Edward
Ashbrook, are gradually transferring
themselves to the new agency and
within a week or two this will be
completed. Mr. Ashbrook is gradu-
ally winding up his business, pre-
paratory to going to Nevada and
then California to reside. Mr. Rich-
ard Ashbrook goes along, as does
their mother. It will be the middle
of February before they get away.
ALLEGED FORGER OF
MILLIONS ON TRIAL.
Lawyer Seaton, Who Is Mixed Up in
Crooked Stock Deals, Arraigned.
New York, Jan. 18.—The case of
Charles Augustus Seaton, the lawyer,
who was charged with grand larceny
in connect;on with the floating of
$3,000,000 worth of bonds of the
Houston, Galveston and Interurban
Railroad company, has been reached
on the calendar. VVIith Ifarrison Mr-
Eflinney and R. H. Waldron, Seaton
is charged with the larceny of $6,800
from W. B. Slosson, W. E. Scott, M.
C. Abbott and 0. N. Whitcomb.
The four men incorporated the
Houston, Galveston and Interurban
Railway company in Texas and came
to this city to float the bonds. Ac-
cording to the prosecution, Seaton
undertook to get the Equitable Trust
company to certify the bonds, which
he said he would get the Hamilton
Bank Note company to print.
Seaton has been in the Tombs for
several days, having lately been ar-
rested in Turkeyville, Md.
BRYAN'S VISIT TO
THE PHILIPPINES.
Says He Has Collected Knowledge to
Use for Benefit of Americans.
Sandakan, Borneo, via Manila, Jan.
18.—After leaving the Philippine Is-
on (his way to visit India, W.
J. Bryan nude the following state-
ment ter elhe Associated Press:
"My visit to the Philippines has
been very interesting and instructive,
and I appreciate the facilities afford-
ed me by the civil and military au-
thorities for a thorough investigation
of the Fillipinos. This has enabled
me to collect mudh knowledge, which
I hope to use for the benefit of both
the American people and, the Filli-
pinoa.
"The promise given. by the rising
generation of the natives to use the
lrguage, surpasses my expec
tations more than anything else.
"My views regarding the independ-
ence of the island have not ehange4."
•
EQUITABLE FUND 'THE FIELD ESTATE
MANN'S PUBLICATION BOR-
ROWED $165,000 ON REAL
ESTATE_
Hyde Flattered in Paper—Dl's
Damaging Admistsion in Stsit---
Against Colliers Weekly.
New York, Jan. t8.—Farther reve-
lations regarding insurance affairs
were unexpectedly brought out at the
trial of the suit for criminal libel
brought by Justice Joseph • Deuel
against. Norman Hapgood, editor of
Collier's Weekly, ia the supreme court
when the complainant, on the wit-
ness stand, admitted that the Town
Topics company borrowed $165,000
ironi else Equitable Lite Aasurance
society. ,
JixStice Deuel was being cross ex-
amined by former Diserict Attorney
Osborne and the witness added that
the money was borrowed on a mort-
gage on unimproved property. Mr.
Osborne followed up his line of ques-
tioning with a query as to whether
James Hazen Hyde had received
"pleasing notices?' in Town Topics
after the loan had been made, but
Justice Deuel said' he could not re-
call that anything had been printed
about the former vice president of
the Equitable.
Osborne, however, beought
cut the fact that on Aye land on
which the Town Topics company was
to erect a new building a mortgage
of $165,000 had been obtained from
the Equitable. Then the lawyer read
a paragraph from Town Topics, be-
fore the legisilative committee began
its task of inquiring into the conduct
of life insurance companies, in which
there was a flattering reference to
Mr. Hyde.
Judge Deuel couldn't say whether
there were any similar paragraphs af-
ter the loan was made, and said he
did not think it was given because
Colonel Mann, the president of the
Town Topics company, was friendly
with Mr. Hyde, although he had
been a close friend of Hyde's father.
When an advertisement for the
Equitable was shown to him in the
Wall street number of Town Topics,
printed in various language, and said
to have cost $6,000, the judge said he
believed Town Hopics had a large
circulation all over the world. Hence
the publication in several languages.
Judge nettl was physically exhaust
ed when court announced adjourn-
ment till tomorrow.
In the opinion of experts who have
followed the trial, in the two days
Judge Deuel has been under cross-
examination, he has made such ad-
missions that the appellate division
oi the supreme court must take no-
tice of the matter, as the charter of
New York says no one holding his
position or that of a city magistrate
may engage in any other business.
There is a growing doubt, too, if
the case will ever go to the jury, as
District Attorney Jerome, tvtdo is con
decting the prosecution of isir. Hap-
ad, is cognizant that the charge
made by Judge Deurl is not onlyAnot
sustained so far, but that his cXoss-
examination has brought out facts
a }rich will justify the writings of the
accused editor.
EFFORT TO OUST
SENATOR SMOOT.
Eighty Volumes of Huge Petition—
Only 476 Sign in Utah,
New York, Jan. 18.—Eighty vol-
umes containing the signatures of
American women who desire to see
Senator Reed Smoot of Utah ousted
from the United States senate will be
sett to Washington this week. Six
months ago the National Leauge of
Women's Organizations sent an ap-
peal to eveey state in the Union ask-
ing the women to help to fight
against Smoot by signing a memorial
to the United States senate asking the
expulsion of Senator Smoot on the
ground that he pledged his first al-
legiance to the Mormon hierarchy,
thus setting it above the United
States government, The question of
polygartvy is not raised.
The eighty volumes are to be dis-
tributed among the senators, and the
protest they represent will be pre-
sented by Senator Burrows of Michi-
gan. Then each senator, in turn will
present the signatures from his state.
The names of the New York women
fill seven volumes, of Pennsylvania
six volunies, of Ohio four, of Iowa
three, of Illinois three and of other
states from one to three. All of the
Western and Southern states, it is
said, sent long lists of names, except-
ing Utah, in which state only 478
signatures were secured.
11••••
Aaarchists Executed in Warsaw.
'Warsaw, Russian Poland, Jan. 18.—
Six Jews. members of the local an-
archists: committee, who were tried
by courtmartial and condemned to
death, were executed today in the
courtyard of the Vdlarsaw citadel.
They acre arrested a fortnight ago,
charged with engaging in the revolu-
tionara. propaganda, manufacturing
bombs and extorting money.
It's tough on a girl if her beau neg-
lect, to shave.
It's a poor artiet who is unable to
thaw spi obese salary.
MERCHANT SETTLED $a,ocio,000
ON WIFE AT THEIR
MARRIAGE.
Stanley 
_Fields-Is- Mcpected to Come
for Large Share of
Property.
Chicago, Jan. 18.—Mrs. Marshall
Field received $2,000,000 from MT.
Field at the time of their marriage
last September, and conseqtiently,
will have only a small share in the
estate left by the great merchant.
This is at least the statement made
in New York today on apparently
trust-worthy testimony. An Ameri-
can consular agent in Swithzerland is
the authority given for the story.
Before this man, is is said, Mr.
Field drew up an antenuptial contract
with Mas. Caton, by which the latter
surrendered her dower rights in con-
sideration of the $2,000,000 made over
to her then and there.
The arrangement is said to have
been made solely at the desire of Mr.
Field. The great merchant wished
to have his wife share in his fortune,
yet he did not feel that it would be
right to take away from his blood re-
latives so large a part of his estate
as one-third. He further was in-
fluenced by the fact that Mrs. Field
is a rich woman in her own right. She
is a daughter of one of the founders
of Hibbard, Spenser & Bartlett Co.,
and with her sister, Mrs. Augustus N.
Eddy, owns a large interest in that
firm.
Settlement Before Wedding.
The settlement between Mr. and
Mrs. Field was made while they
were in Switzerland previous to their
wedding in London, September 5.
Mrs. Field, or MTS. Caton, as she then
was, left Chicago for Europe in July
and Mir. Field followed 'her soon
after.
It is believed by friends of the
Field family that Stantley Field will
come in for a large share of the
estate of the dead merchant, as he
is the only one of the younger gener-
ation who has kept up work in the
big diy goods stores.
'Whether or not Mr. Field leaves a
great deal to Stanley, it is considered
certa'n that the latter will be executor
and trustee for Marshall Field,' the
third.
Others who are expected to share
in the estate to a considerable degree
are Mrs. Henry F. Diblee, Mr. Field',
favorite sister, and his four nieces,
Mrs. John C. King, Mrs. A. A.
Sprague, Mrs. Preston Gibson and
Mrs. Thomas Lindsey. Mr. Field's
other sister, MTS. L. D. James, also
is expected to be provided for liber-
ally.
To Complete Museum,
iPlans for the completion of the
greater Field ,Museum on the lake
front, it was announced today, will
be carried forward iMmediately after
the will of Marshall Field is read.
Many of the details have been ar-
ranged through the donor's care be-
fore leaving for New York.
All that remains to be done is to
put final sanction on the building
plans, dispel the last legal objections
that have been made against con-
struction in Grand Park, and then
start work.
Harlow N. Higginbotham said to-
day that the bequest in Mr. Field's
will providing for the museum was a
practical certainty. It is believed
that $ro,00e,000 will be allotted. Mr.
Field in his lifetime gave $1,000,000
for the establishment and mainten-
ance of the museum now in Jackson
Park.
Out of respect to the memory of
Marshall Field who died Tuesday
in New York, the Field wholesale and
retail establishments in Chicago
were closed today, and will remain
closed until Saturday.
State street stores, Chicago's great-
est retail district, awl probably the
larger establishments elsewhere in the
business district, will be closed for
two hours Friday---the day of his
funeral.
The directors of the Field Museum
of Natural History have ordered the
institution closed all day Friday. At-
taches of the museum will wear
badges of mourning for thirty days.
Prevent Big Panic.
The last act of Marshall Field in
the world of local finance, in which
he had become dominant fiugure in
recent years, was in connection with
the impending failure of the Walsh
banks.
It was through his influence and at
his suggestion that the clearing-
house committee adopted the plan of
liquidation which was put into effect
when the institutions closed. Mr.
Feld prevented a financial crash and
a panic that dttght have dragged
down a store of bode! banking-houses.
PERPETUATE MEMORY OF
INVENTOR OF STEAMBOAT
New York, Jan. '8—Several promi-
nent men met yesterday to form an
associAtion to perpetuate the memory
of Robert Fulton, the inventor of the
steamboat. It is proposed'to do this
by erecting a monument to cost about
$600,000 raised by popular subscrip-
tion. Steps toward incorporation
were ttaken. It is hoped that the cot:-
nerstone of the monument will be in
position by 1907, the tooth anniver-
sary of the first sail up. the Hudson
by Fulton.
BROTHER HELD OLIVER, OLIVER & WGREGOR.LAwyER
HENRY BOYD WILL EXPLAIN
TO GRAND JURY HIS
FIRING.
Robert Greer Held to Grand fury on
Charge of Buying Goods by
False Pretenses.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Henry Boyd, colored, was held
to the grand jury on the charge of
maliciously shooting at his brother
Ben Boyd, colored, the night 'before,
because the latter ejected him from
a colored dance down about Ninth
and Boyd streets. The shot did not
hit the bigther.
Charles Rogers was • mold to tftc
u:
larceny.
Robert Greer, colored, was held to
the grand jury on the charge of buy-
ing flour from litiederman's grocery,
by claiming, he had been sent by
County Jailer fames Faker to make
the purchase. He was a "trusty" of
the county jail when he got the goods
which he sold to another negro
named Banks.
Will Ray was held to the grand
jury also, he being accused of ob-
taining money by false pretenses, by
stealing a pair of hip
-rubber boots
from Mr. Young Taylor and seling
them to Ikey Ackurman, by claiming
they belonged to him.
There was postponed until today
the warrant charging John Arm-
strong, colored, with earring con-
cealed weapons.
11, P. Farris was tined $1 and costs
for being drunk.
The court ordered Clarence De-
vine held until the requisition papers
arrived. He will then be taken back
to Chicago to answer the embezzle-
ment charge preferrea against him
by Siegle, Cooper & Company.
GENERAL WARD
CALVIN GRAYSON IS GETTING
MUCH BETTER AT THE
HOSPITAL.
'Fireman Fred Menzler, of Tenth and
Jones Street Department, Hurt
In Runaway.
Cailvin ()rayson, Nviho was so badly
injured at Millington, Tenn., two
aeeks ago, is rapidly recovering at
'the railroad hospital, his condition be-
ing such that he has been removed
from the special into the general
ward. A train hit him at Millington
and drove some of the skull bone into
(his brain, and when the crushed bone
vas removed part of the brains came
out.
Deputy Doing Well.
Word from Mayfield is that Depu-
ty United States Marshal George
Saunders Is coming along aU right
and will be able to come out next
week. He i suffering some little
pain frotn'the fieSel wound inflicted in
his leg by the bullet sent into same
when he dropped his revolver in the
depot tillere.
Sit Up in Few Days.
Alfred Lawrence, the Swede, is do
ing all right at Riverside hospital and
will be able to sit up by next Sunday.
He is the stranger Who sat on the
Union depot platform several days
ago and went to sleep. While slum-
bering a passing freight engine struck
him and broke the collarbone and
several ribs.
Injured Knee.
Yesterday .morning just before re-
cess at the Washington building,
Louvena Garrett, of Tenth and Jones
streets, while gliding along on roller
ckates, fell and painfully injured her
knee. She did not break the limb,
as erroneously stated by the after-
noon papers.
Stationrnan Injured.
Mr. Fred Menzler, of the Tenth
and Jones street fire department
house, is suffering from badly torn
I;gaments and lacerated flesh around
the knee of his right log. He is Laid
up at the station house.
He was going out to the city pest
house behind Oak Grove cem tery,
driving the- fire department 'horse
"Skeeter," which is as old but spirit-
ed animal. The tine broke when he
was near the cemetery and Menzler
hied to turn the horse into a fence
to stop him. Fearing that the wagon
would topple over the fireman leaped
and alighted on his knee that was
badly morn. The knee was dressed
by Dr. David Stuart.
The different states, having agraed
to prohibit the sale and growth of
opium, the commonwealth govern-
ment of Australia has etaahibited the
importation of opium except for med-
icinal purposes.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New .Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets,
Telephone 270.
•
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phoaes 355
Office hours 8 to to a. m., I to 3
aUU?1., Li p. mi.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
!excursion out of Paducah.
1$8.00 for the Round
[Trip to lennessee river
and return.
After two recent nights of fog
nearly 6,000 birds were found dead
under the lantern of Cape Grisnaz
1 ghthotase, says the London Chron-
icle. They had been attracted by the
brilliant light and were killed by fly-
ing against the lighthonst.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence age Office agg
7 B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rome 13 and i4 Columbia Building.
Old Phone to9.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 LO g a. m.; itO 3 p. tn.. 7 to g p.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone 888 at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadviay—Phons 1110,
Residence, I119 Broadway.
Phone x4g.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Raid
FLOURNOY & REED
LA W Y ERN
Rooms ro, ii and 12. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr., B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 'so
Non hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone 1691
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Sagoerintendent.
4o1 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s,
Paducah, Kentucky.
E. 11. PURi1EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
• Insurance, Corporation and
Real Ratate Law. 
•
 •
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
'e‘'- "”oft'lletteirtweter.
Sells '
•-••••••••••
TuE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
At Register iNaileling, 523 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBEFT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice pf Pada-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months . 2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, Jan in isio6.
The C,aleb Powers case is before
the supreme count. Argument of the
questions in the case was begun yes-
terday. A decision may be reached
by tomorrow.
•
The liberalists are more than hold-
ing their own in the English elections.
This is regarded as meaning that the
protectioniets of the ccnintry will con
trol the new parliament.
The Frankfort Journal speaks of
the Mississippi skloons. Clearly the
editor of the. Journal, with his thirst,
hasn't been in Mississippi since the
war, or he would know that there
are no saloons in that state.
Kentucky's entire delegation voted
for the Philippine tariff bill when it
pa•sed the house.. Wednesday. fl
was regarded as the best thing in
sight and a decided step toward tar-
iff reform, hence the unanimity of the
etlgation..
One of the greatest complimersts
the press of Chicago pays the late
Marshall Field, the merchant prince,
is the declaration that he was no tax
dodger.  It seems useless in the
same connection to say that Field
was an 'honest man.
7
N. Falheres, the new prcs
Went of Fiance, is the eighth to fill
the office. Of his predecessors, three
resigned, one was, assassinated and
nother died in office. Accepting
'ere and Marshall AlacMahon no
man of melee than ordinary note has
been president of the French repub-
lk.
The wealth' of the late MAIO
Field, of Chicago, is variously stat-
ed, but it is doubtedly best estimated
by the Chicago Chronicle, , which
main. this statement: Real estate,
Coek county, $3o,bivo,000; dry gOods
jeivinees, $25esoo,000; United States
Steel stock. $t7,00csocio; Pullman
stock. $12,500,000; Rock Island stock,
$4,0oo,000; St. Paul stock, $ o,o6O,000
other railroad stock, $to,000,00p; East
ern textile milk $5..o0o,000; bank
stoclere $6
-
,000,coo;t other holdings. $5,-
coo,or, ; total $.125,000,0oo.
• Senater Ward, of Henderson. has
MinillIMMIPPoduced a bill to revolutionize the
holding of primaries in this state, and
The Register heartily endorses the
bill. It is exacey the idea for a re-
form of the. law and manner of hold-
ing primaries as was suggedted in
these column'. over two years since
and as a solution for the vexed ques-
tion of honest primaeies comes near-
er meeting the demands, without
doubt, than any suggestion uhich has
yet been advanced, so far as this pa- I
per has ()bee-rel.& The legislature
would do itself great credit and the
people a favor if it will • enact the
Ward law and sectire for the state
honest conduct of all primaries.
Japan lmasLprofrresed ` ter • the Pc• iint
pneeltrdee the 'title of "Little
Japan." The New York Sun makes
some comparisons to show that. the.
• mikado's country is Well Due of its
swaddling clothes: Says the Sun:
"The recent arrange
•
ment with Korea
snakes' the emperor of Japan ruler
over a territorial area., which alto-
gether•very close to that of the state
of Texae. But while thes.governor
-of Texas represents' a population of
about -
.3,500,000. he mikado holds
sway over some 6o,000,oto people. In
other words, a country of which we
are accustomed to think as 'Little
Japan' now exceeds in. area and equals
An population *hie German empire. It
Frante in both area and pop-
sdation. It also exceeds Atiseria-Hun
gary in b.nli 'respects. population
exceeds by nearly 50 per centehe en-
tire population uf, South. America.
This is the 'Little Japan' which has
recently (taken a seat. amoug the
world- pow ere . •
The secretary of the state "of Ma.s-
sachusette has issued a statement con
cerning divorces in that common-
wealtle which shows that within ay,
pas twenty years ithe number of di-
vorce's annually have been doubled.
The number of divorces granted with
in that period has been 20,0,00. Of
these 9,867, Or nearly one-half, were
because of desertion, and 6,217 of
these were given to women ; 4,059 di-
vorces were granted for adultery, and
of these 1,993, or less than one-half,
were giSiert to women; 2,728 were for
intOxication, 2,297 going to women
against bibulous husbande; while 2,-
693 were for cruel and abusive treat-
ment, 2,617 being obtained() by wives.
These four causes account for 19,347
nf the total of 21,00t divorces for the
twenty years. The &hers were for
various causes, such Las extreme cruel-
ty, .eoglect to provide, imprisonment
and nullity of marriage. Twenty
years ago sixty-seven per cent, of all
divorces were given to women; in
1904.  72 per cent. went to women.
China, an Awakening Giant.
(The World's Work.)
No account of this wonderful
awakening can fail ito recognize the
agency of Chang, the viceroy of Ceu
tral China. The sertioe optimus in
the Orient claseic, his conversion to
the new school of thought was ac-
complished by the victory of Japan
ten years ago. Scarcely had the
smoke of the battle cleared away
when he wrote for his subordinantes
a book of instructions entitled "Edu•
cation, China's OndY Hope." Laid
before the throne, it had, along with
Karig, a little share in impelling the
young emperor to enter on that pr:.-
cipitate career of reform which caused
his downfall. Distributed by imper-
ial command( it also prepared the
eay for reform on a nationel'scale.
He has Japanese drill masters- to
train his troops, if necessary, to re-
sist Japan, and he has had experts in
the arts from America, Great Balkan:
and Germany, to prepare his people
for a commercial. conilict with the
great nations of the We! The
banks of' the river in front pf the
crpital, Wuchang, are lined for.miles
with cotton mine, hemp works, silk
filatures,. glass works', iron foundries
and powder mills, whose high chim-
neys proclaim the coming war. When
China can supply her own markets,
foreign steamers will cease to aseend
the Yanktsekiang.
Going within the walls, we are
struck with the great number of fine
school houses -in foreign style that
rise above the huts. of the natives.
Our clever viceroy knows that indus-
trial arts' have their root in -science
and that science must be taught in
schools. He thus, proclaims from the
housetops his gospel of the new ed-
rcation. He as embodied it in a
book of. rhymes, Which are sung by
hi's soldiers to the beat of the drum
and committed to memeniy by all the
echool children in a "population. of fif-
ty million.
The empress dowager arid all her
grandee& have become converts to
Chang's new goepel. Not merely ties'
she re-enacted the emperor's ordi-
nance for the establishment of graded
school' in ael the provinces. ousting
the idols and using their temples for
event of houses—she has- cut down the
aimsial expensee of her thcatrica;
ttoupe to one-third and devreed the
other tw.o-thirda to the erection of
school 'houses.. Sins has taken a still
more revolutionary step in- abolish-
ing the old test, (polished essays and
jingling verse) and ordering that the
highest degrees shall be cenferred on
students of the new it siversitive.
Chins will thus have mine, ss of her
brightest intellects competing in ev-
ery line of scientifie ,tidy and in-
eestieration.
THE KENTUCKY
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MATINEE AND NIGHT
nee'
ALDERMEN'S MEET-
ING LAST NIGHT.
Last evening at the ineeling of the sess, snail as cash and other valuables.
aldermen of this city there was again He asked to be relieved' from the
brought up the "cow question," which erroneous assessment so he would not
has always proven such a burning
issue in this city for years past. In
taking the matter up President Oscar
B. Starks of the board said be under-
stood there could be drawn up an or-
inance which would prove effective
and binding preventing %Cows fr.=
ramblinie at large upon the public
highways, and he thought something
along this line should be done - if
possible. After talking the matter
over the members decided toe have
withdrawn the old cow ordinance
case which is pending in the court of
appeals, and have City Solicitor
James Campbell, Jr., and City Attor-
ney Thomas B. Harrison, draw up a
new bill that will be adopted, this new
one to cover the defects whith Judge
Sanders pronounced existed in the old
bill when the latter in the police
court announced it was non-operative,
as it read. Under the old one owners
of cows were arrested, and they de-
cided in favor of by Judge Sanders,
but the city attorney carried the mat-
ter to the appellate court where it is
now pending, but will be 'dismissed
and there passed the new one, which
will doubtless revive the bitter fight
always existing when the important
proposition is .brougiat up afresh.
This new bill is ordered to be in at
the next meeting of the allermen.
All the aldermen were present ex-
cept Members Charriblin, Miller and
Palmer.
made for this allowance in the ap-
portionment ordinance.
S'herrill-Russell lumber company
wants to be elt,empted from city
taxes for a period of five years. Their
request was turned down some weeks
ago, but they lay the matter again
before the alderman, and their re-
quest was simply received and filed,
but nothing done.
The light conemittee from the
cohncilmen and alderrnanic boards,
was instructed to investigate the com-
plaint made that ivhile the two tele-
There -was received the request
from the school trustees of the city
asking that the educational board be
allowed 35 cents upon the $too worth
of assessable property this year, as
the special legal tax allowed them to
derive money for maintenance of the several :hundred feet northeast of the
schools. Provision has already been Union depot. The bridge is &lain-
dated and in a very dangerous condi-
tion, -being liable to fall down under
the weaight of heavily loaded street
cars and vehicles passing back and
forth over same. A concrete culy..rt
to span Cross creek that runs under gfirlS. o.filpt...14,Slati:DIG.1*.S*1.11.1.,414S 141,1M.
the bridge, together with an rarthern
till built up to the culvert, would cost
about $3,200. The I. C. railroad
agrees to furnish free the rock neeedd It is poor economy to have
for the arched cielvert, while the your watch repaired by the
street railway company is willing to CHEAP man.
eupply the city with all the cement You want FIRST CLASS
needed for the important improve- work at Reasonable prices.iphone companies doing business n ment. 'Phese contributions of meter- We fill the bill exactly.
We Otter $50 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NO•T -PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
_
We make this offer not only to insure that we arc, not only the CHEAP,
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with ao year case for Sto:
Credit to those who want it
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
Repairing Department
We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
competition. We nuke a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Sever plating at short notice and short"
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for--
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use--
for, giving you full market value for same, which i about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and examined 75c up Watch Hands tot up
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up Watch- Glasses ......toc up
New Case or Hairspring 75c up Watch Keys  sc
New Jewels, wthole or cover 5oc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
1
A. POLLOCK"
Watch Maker, 2.!anufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE its-R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to those who nerd it.
have to bear saute when h-e paid his
just taxes. The metter was referred
to the board of city supervisors, while
a similar onclert in by Edward Mar-
tena was passed to City Auditor Alex
Kirkland to see if relief is justified,
Martena charging that the matt own-
ing a piece Of property that Martena
bought had paid the taxes, which
were afterwards also paid by Marcella
who now wants his money bac& on
account of the former own-es' -satisfy-
ing the public indebtedness-.
The city owns a big plot of ground
cut Mile behind Oak Grove cemetery,
this plot to be used for the new cem-
etery that -has to be oreated becane
all the burying lots in Oak Grove be-
ing about used up. On the new strip
of land stands a box house and Steve
Convene wanes to rent same, putting
in his application that was referred
by the aldermen to the cemetery corn
mitten to investigate and see if it is
advisable to rent hint the property.
It the committee wants to rent him
the place they are given power to act
it, the matter.
At present the mains for the water
works company stop at Sixteenth and
Jones streets, but the- people from
that terminus to the end of Jones
etreet want the simply pipes extended
out about 400 feet from the end.
They put in -an application to this
effect and the board of works was or-
dered to take the question up with
the water company and have the ex-
tension made.
The aldermen brought tip the prop-
osition of !having a concrete culvert
end fill built ,on Caldwell street
where now stands' the wooden bridge,
this city, strung their wires, they ins ial on part of both the concert* that
terfered seriously with the wires the are greatly
municipality maintains for the public 
benefited by the work,
will amount to about $800. leaving a
street corner electric arc lights. If little over $2,000 for the city to pay•
the complaint proves correct, the tee-weee tee aldermen were dilicussing it
Saturday, Jan. 20
THE ICING
OF TRAMPS
phone companies will be compelled to the matter President Ed P. Noble,
refrain from harming the city rir 0, die board of public works, said
claims that when the telephone !nit-
Supt. Keebler of the citi's. .rel t his body was last summer authorized tt
(.., t i go ahead and make the fill and
men are stretching their ires, they
• celvert, but they ptrt the qtsestion off gipull down and alter the city's wires in
until this spring. From lest reser'el 11111111154r.leorder lo get by.
Bills amounting to $12,766.31 Isere
presented and allowed.
Initial adoption was given the or-
dinance which stipulates the amount
of city 'license each business and pro-
fession of .the town shall pay every
year to do business in Paducah. This
bill has geen twice passed by the
council, and with another aklermanic
adoption, it becomes a law, when
signed by mayor, and published in the
official newspaper. The commission
brokers claim the ordinance charges
t'hem to much license, as do the retail
coal merchants, and their requests for
a reduction, were referred to the
license and ordinance committee for
consideration. Several other lines of
A Yankee Doodle Comedy in 4 Big
Laughing Acts.
FUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS.
An Entertainment for children from
6 to 60.
A Comedy with a Plot Mounted with
Special Scenery.
MUSICAL, SINGING AND DANC-
ING SPECIALTIES.
THE SHOW You Have Been Wait-
ing for. .
Introducing the fa,vorite comedian,
Mr. Arthur Borella
Supported by a carefully selected
company.
funds. -there was left over $2.cien ui-
expended apd Mr. Noble said this
could be used for the work, inasmuch
et no especial appropriation had been
made in this year's apportionment or-
dinance for the improvement. He
said that unless ehe board of works
was instructed not to proceed with
the proposed undertaking that bids
would be taken for same before long
and things gotten in shape for the
culvert and fill to be built when
spring open's The aldermen then
started to order the improvement to
go ahead, but President Noble in-
formed them this was useless as this
•' go-ahead" order was issued last year
therefore the board of works would
business have asked that theirs be de- proceed at the proper time unless in-
creased also, and these two corn- strections fo? the work wort rescind-
mittees have been given charge of 'cll.' e The aldermen their in remarks
their applications to this effect, also. expressed their willingness for the
First passage was given the ordin- improvemept, which will now be
ance designating 
.
how much money done at the right period and there set
each public municipal department 41ed the dulsiousnese some entertain-
shall have this yea', to liquidate the ed as to whether it should be done.
current expenses of. the respective
city finreaus. Another upper board
adoption, and this bill is a law.
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
partment. reported the condition of
things in his. bureau, during the
month just past.
—
PRICES: Matinee, Chadren :roc,
Adults 25c. Night: 25, 35, 50 and 75c.
Seats on sale Friday at 9 a, ro.
George H. Goodman, liquor dealer.
was given pertniss'ion to transfer his
whisky license from its present stand
at Its South Second street en ti6
North Second street, thef proprietor
preparing to move froen oite stort to
another. All liquor licenses gotten
from the city stipulate the street
number wherein the business is to be
conducted. and then wilien a move js
made the license has to be transferred
also.
People around Twelfth and Trim%
lee streets do not want a saloon in
that vieinity,and pet in to the ald.er-
men a petiion protesting against 'any
license being jointed for a cqffee
house to continue there. As tit/ li-
cense for that number is not before
the house now, the protesting docu-
ment•was tiled away to be brought up
whenever anyone v.-anted a licenee or
renewal en there. :this petition was
presented by Chairman Samuel Hub'
bard, of ithe license committee, who
also announced that he had a similar
document protesting againsteany sa-
loon at anothee_number in town, but
as the license for this latter is not
up now, ;this petition was also laid
over to be broieght up when the oc-
eaeion arose. e
1 . .Cunningham claimed to
The board that the city assessor had
assess:0 him or municipal tax Imre
property that he did not pee-
J. L. WOLFF
briatfir4W3:14 1111
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XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Bleich's Jewelry Store
is still headquarters for anything
in the line.
224 Broadway,
IX1-2P>NWSIMIRI 
--
• ,•
_.... ._—_.
with the Ntesers. OW I) and see what
In starting off their work of mak- ANing other improvements. this year, te 
/••
e .
, thu want as to rates, and then if .pi
00..0
e bring in a new measure for i
tldermen instructed the board of fire ,fenechise, incortetratile the wasee
commisaionees to look around and
.1. :;se Owens in the draft.
i Aneslace'semportant matter wa• tak• 1 ,
PADUCAH, KY. t
buy two good boons that will be
needed. when the fire engine is station en up by the•board, 'that of adopting
t 7dinance making it punishable
;rc in the police court for ar
the factory district surrotinding that • one ?Ione over the public street,
point. An addition is in he put on 'i or on roller skates. This
the station house there for the 
ac•r side 
measure is to be In:engirt in at the
commodation of the engine that 'tan-
'not be cared for within the present 
next session for adoption. and will
curtailed spactroom. 
break up the extremely obnoxious
practice teleldren beve of skating
City Engineer -Washington was 4.1e deem in town upon their skates. The
(Wed to have put down as quickly as peeetiee is Dot objectionable, as ten
possible the public watering fountain sport and exercise is good for ;be
at Third and Elizabeth streets, the bld little ones, but they come down in
one. having been. taken up and new the sidewalks in snobs drove* sonic in
one not yet me Otdqwn.' ani will get hurt, whilethey are..
At•the niggestion of Member Fa-- lieble to knock aged and infirm pen- ,
ley the ordinance committee was in- plc down and seriously injure them
structed to draft a bill and bring in also.
same, it to provide that billboards The hoard then adjourned
over the city. Should be twelve feet  Jewelersback from the sidewalk so they could
not -blow down on passersby walking
along the pavement while high winds
aft? prevailing.
4-d at the Fourth and. Elizabeth street
station house for use, due:mg fires in
630r4)
66156
6645Z
4566
Free Delivery— Telephone 7
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
fall and a new franchise was 'pet up to meet his friends and old custom- Highest price paid for second-hand
for sale, for their especial benefit, but era, promising them the quickest ger-
the Messes. Owen would not buy it
because the city restricted them as to
prices d.they conlcharge for carrying
certain character of vehicles hack and
forth between here and f3rookport,
and Owen's landing opposite. No*
the ferry running wittterte a fra'n-
cline cued f .he ordinanne cineiniftee
l was direeted to pave a conference
IMPORTANT
Jeweler
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure te your
home dining the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them Then you'll
Want one
records.
Big selection of
Warren & Warren
ale
The city franchise granted Owen
Brolhers. to operate between here and
Brookpont a ferryboat, expired last
HAYESset_  403 Broadway
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Seventh
and
Broadway.
NOTICE/
StoN2es ar-20.
FUM2itZirte.
Buy anything and sell everything,
218-220 Court street. Old phone 13111.
Clem Fraisioli:
Moving wagon in connection.
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DRAMATIC CLUB
A NUMBER OF ENTERTAIN-
MENTS BEING PLANNED
BY BODY.
▪ Boys of the Athletic Clubs From -the
Schools Have Nothing on Dur-
o ing Cold Weather.
4
4
•,
The !Dramatic club of the high
school is preparing for a series of en-
tertainments that they will give at
the WaShingeon building on West
Broadway shortly after the semi-an-
nual examinations, which will be 'held
next week and there decided what
pupils go higher and which ones z'-
main Whereethey are or are reduced
to lower grades. The club consists
cf the young ladies and gentlemen of
the high schooi department of the
building and in the past they have
given a number ofeapairs which have
proven quite successful atirdesaiways-
been attended by large crowds. They
are now outlining the several affairs
they win present between now and
the time for. school to dismiss next
June, and they comprise quite a num-
ber of annsiotive 'entertainments.
Athletic Line.
There is nothing insing in the ath-
letic department for the high school,
as this is sort of betwoen seasons
with rthe young men and they have
no events on hand. JOS, 114 soon as
the weather opens and it becomes a
little warmer they intend taking on a
series of football games with the
clubs from the surrounding cities.
Make Copies.
Tomorrow Supt. Lieb will have a
meeting with the different principals
of the city for the purpose of mak-
ing copies of the long list of guts-
rtions to be used by each gresleneetien
.thene is held the eerier-annual tearni•
stationssnext week. These are sixty-
one white teachers and a number of
colored or, end for each a copy of
the questions has to be furni4hed so
they will know what to quiz the
scholars upon. The. copies will be
fininhed and passed to (the teachers
next Monday morning.
SUSPECTED
*DOCK PARRISH, COLORED, IS
THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN
MURDERER.
Bessie Shields, Colored, Arrested on
Charge of Fighting With Another
—Police Arrests.
Yesterday afternoon' at 3 o'clock
Officer Albert Semen arrested Dock
Parris, colored, On suspicion of being
the party who about seven years ago
killed a white man in Calloway coun-
ty. The patrolman espied thtedarkey
at the N., -C. & St. L. inilroad
v.harfboateat the foot of Tennessee
street, where he was employed hand-ling corn being reshipped from.steam-i boats to other points over the road.
The officer took the dar key to the
c:ty ball whelse was dug up the cards
• gitifig ii deiViption of the murderer.On effuse sexamirtation Parrish proved
to nearly answer the description, ye-
semblii* greatly the meeke given -nn
Whe card, but proving his innocenre
the was released.
Biggest Stock !Satisfaction Goaranteed Lowest
 PlICOSI
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
-
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co. 1
BOTH PHONES ei SALES BOOMS 114-116-20e-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY.COUNTY JAIL
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT RETURNED
LAST NIGHT FROM
NASHVILLE.
Negress Arrested.
Bessie Shields, coloreds was arrtne-
eel at Ninth and Washington streetslast eve41ing by Officers, Matlock *and
• beadles on the charge of engaging in
a light with another of her color.
Gathered Data Regarding County
Jails and Will Make Report to
Fiscal Court.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot returned
last evening from Nashville, Tenn.,
where he went several days ago to
look into the question of construc-
tion of county jail* his desire being
that a new jail be 'erected for this
county on the cotirehouse block.
After returning last night the judge
raid that he would not divulge any of
rthe data be procured, but would re-
tain his report for the next session
of the fiscal court, which convenes in
April. At that time he will report
to the justices of rise peace, who corn
prise the body, what figures and in-
fornration he procured, and then
let them come to some conclu-
s'ion se to whet they want to do along
this line.
The present jail has stood there for
about twenty-five yeare, and has pass-
ed into uselessness as regards the
present need, on account of the city
and county having grown so rapidly
since it was constructed during 1882.
It is of the old style and the judge
want, 20 up-to-date structure to dis-
place same, this being hie object of
visiting outside cities erder to -get
modern ideas in Obis r ect and then
lay same before the fiscal court whidh
has charge of the questions of this
character and decides whether a new
one shall be put up or not.
• Engaked in Fight.
Joe Sines aWd Clifford Lee, ..both
colored, were arrested yesterday af-ternomt by Patrolmen Ilueley and
• Silvery on a warrant ,charging sheenwith engaging' is a scrap out abotitThirteenth and Tennessee Streets.
The steamer Bald Eagle it being re-paired on the marine ways by a largeforce of men 'under Captain Mikes. Williams. As 
-soon as elm i finished,the Spread Eagle will be pulled outarid over hauled. Captain HarryLeyhe, of the Leybe company own-ing these Eagle beats, is in the city.
The - towboat Harvester leaves
seritteburg riext'Leirek on her returnthis way with. 1 t?sv ofscosil for ipheMet entulkyl Coal Company.
ythk
TRYING TO CAUSE
TROUBLE FOR BANKS
Persons Calling Up Depositors,
Urging Withdrawal of Deposits.
Chicago, Jan. IR.--Complaint has
been made at several banks, whose
depositors are being called by tele-
phone and asked by persons whose
names are not known, to withdraw
their deposits from the institution.
The depositor is told" with much
evidence of concern that he had better
get -his money out of the particular
institution in which he happens to
have it lodged. Depositors in three
of the richest banks in the city have
been given this unsolicited advice.
John J. Mitchell, president of the
Illinois Trust & Savings bank, said
yesterday: This business is to me
unexplicable. There is absolutely no
occasion for alarm and the persons
telephoning or advising depositors to
take their money out of the banks
were either -foolish or malicious. We
have been trying to run dcwn the
source of these stories. Three banks
have had the experience with their
depositors. There should be some
way to put an end to these unwar-
ranted efforts to frighten timid per-
eons."
LIBERAL TIDE IS
RISING FASTER
Majority Over All Opponents—Only
- One Unionist Victory.
FIRE HYDRANTS
WATER COMPANY WILL GIVE
SERVICE FREE OF
CHARGE.
A Number of Fire Hyllirants Frose
Up During the kecent Cold
' Weather.
London, Jan. 18.—The liberal tide
iz rising faster than ever today as Me
uUreturns•contes in from ycster
dey's elections in the counties. Emir
teen more conservaeive vents have
been captured. while the unionists can
only record a victory in one division.
which I, more than, counterbalanced
by the labor gain's in Sunderland and
Warwickshire.
Well known mribniets like William
St. John Brodrick, the former secre-
tary of state... for -India, in the Guild-
f oIrd Division sof' Surrey ; Henry Chap-
lin, The former president f the local
government board, in the Sleaford
Division of Liecolnehine, and Ail-
wayoe E. Vellowes, the former presi-
dentof the board of agriculture, in
the Ramsey or Northern Division of
I luntingdonehige, have leseen over-
whelmedby the liberal avalanche.
Among the new member's interest-
ing to America is Dr. StOPword W.Brooke, a foemer Unitarian minister
of flentisn. Mass., who raptured .the
Bow and Bromley Division of the
Tower Hamlet (London-) in beltaif
of the liberate.
'Ilhe result to date is' as follow,.
fiberals, r89: unionists, 70: Trish na-
tionalists, 56: laborite), 33-
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath.6fe9V2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1-431,
New, 76r.
—
Supt. Muscoe Burnett, of the
waterworks company, yesterday said
regarding the city's street department
using the fire hydrants around town
to replenish the supply of water in
the street sprinklers that during the
past few months he had found where
a number of places someone had
turned on the water of different*hy-
drants and then, in shutting it off,:
did not close the valves properly, and
this caused them to freeze up, es-•
pecially during the cold spell of sev-
er:a necks ago when the thermome-;
tor went down to about fifteen de-•
•
• TO TRY OUR
2.00 Sti ES
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED
We Do Repairing,
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
grees above zero. It is to avoid any-
thing like this being repeated that111111111111110111111.11111111111111=111111111•01111411he wants special plugs laid for the
street sprinkyg carts to get their!
supply out of.
Mr. Burnett says that the street
cleaniag men are not accustomed to
turning on and shutting off the fire'
hydrants, therefore of course they do
not know When the affairs are prop-
erly or improperly worked. During
the recent cold spell someone used
the plug at Second and Jefferson
streets and it was found frozen the
next day, while at other points about
that time other fire hydrants' were
found frozen hard, so they could not
be used in case of tire. The street
cleaning men say they used the plugs,
but shut them off properly. Of
course, they thought they did, but
the frozen condition afterwards dis-
covered showed they had not, as they
are the only ones opening the valves
for water supply except the exper-,
ienced men of the fire department,
who have handled the hydrants so
long that they know when the
estoppel is properly effected,. Mr.
Barnett agrees that if the city au-
thorities will' put several connections
with his supply muting around town.
for use of the sprinkling carts a :se
that he will not make any extra
charge for this additional. service, tali ,
he is more than willing to have it .
done, rathtr than take the chance of
a fire breaking out ,and the station-1
men in going to same, find that some ,
hydrant nearby is frozep up, and'
they thereby prevented from eetingrei
ilhing the blaze that may cause a
mammoth loss, and the water com-
pany and municipality then fie held and
 Honey
responsible, by virtue of the negli-'
gence of someone in not completely
Owning off the plug, and letting it
freeze.
In no city the country over, so
says Supt. Burnett, are the street
cleaning or other departments per- Not a drink, but
mined to use the fire hydrants in
aration especiallygetting their supply of water.
and colds accompanied
TWO MONTHS BEHIND BARS La Gripp, etc.
Henry Wulff, Ex-Treasurer of Un-
wise Fail* to Get Off With Fine.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
se rise skin_ Henry's AespOc
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. IL Oehischlaeger
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Chicago, Jan. i8.—Henry Wolff.
former slate treasurer of Illinois, rani
Justus 1.0eb, who were associated in
the operation of the • Continental
FiPancing company, were yesterday
.sentenced bY Judge Bethea, of the 
7th & & Clay Stse phone 3S.Jackson Sts. phone :.37United States court, to two months
in the House of Correction, and each
Ivan is to pay a tine of $roo. The at-
torney for Wulff and Loeb made a
hard fight against the imprisonment
part of the sentence, but the court re- Steam Dye Ww-ks
Compound
a seasonable
adapted for coughs
by fever!as in
Very Palatable.
50e
 and $1. Bottles.
nlainecl firm.*
The men were sentenced under
their Alea of guilty under the charge
of using the mails to defraud. It was
charged by the government secret
service officers that the Continental the nicest line el samples for tintsFinancing company was in the nature
of a lottery, and that the premises in the city. Suits made to
'by which investors were induced to
place their money with the company
were, not kept,
- BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Paducah
A (+air of Japanese history has
!nen established- at Notre Dame
It's lawful to fish for compliments
in any and all,Seannilia.
The Daily Register, only roc.
week.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
WM' practice In WI courts of Kap.
If you want year clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
order.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone roer—Red.
L. 
PABST BLUE RIBBON
-- BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palaver Ifouse Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
—
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
•
a
lgoTdatksUsually 
$1.50_ at 50c
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPBCIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF'THE PLAY, ETC,, AT eoc.
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T-FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOR
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON 011,BbRTO •
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Vktor, Talking Machines
prices ranging 'from $15 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
A BEAUT, REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD, MY PitICES ARE:
7-1nch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL IN FORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
, I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES--THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER ''MAKES. WHICH IFURNISH TO my CUSTOPPMERS. GIVING THEM THE pROFITSON MY NEEDLES,
MY VICTOR' TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM t f' M TO g P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
LDON GIBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KY
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Wfite Anything in Insurance
Oftice11306 Broadway Phones:Office R%--Rtkeir/Pttrce ,47);
J. W. HUGHES
GENErtAli INSURANCE
116 Fratoirnity BuildingOffice Phone, 484-A
Resiticce Phone, 323
•
.e
VNSINICABTA SHIPS.
INEW AND INGENIOUS CONTAIV:.
ANCES ON IRONCLADS.
r
lectrical Automatic Doors Kept Com-
partments Water-Tighe—Na-
val Problems Being
Solved.
What happens to. a battleship when
Its hull is punctured? It usually sinks.
when IL M. S. Camperdown plunged
Into the Victoria ten years ago, the
latter went down and 500 lives were
lost. How 4to pre ent such disas-
ters has beea. a problem ever before
pdmiralty departments, states the New
Orleans Times-Democrat. That naval
iarchitects hadn't solved !twits made
"clear in the recent war between Russia
and Japan. When either a Russian
or a JaDanese vessel was struck below
the water line, to the bottom it arent.
' Constructors of the United States
lnav-y believe Uncle Sam has now
olved this problem. The bureau of
i.anstructian and repair has been work-
away at it for a long time, but
te just completed by the bureau In-
. ....a Celia !Jon-
and North Carolina, now being
nilt at Newport News, will come nears:
ler to being unsinkable to any vessel
!ever before launched.
The solutice. of the problem is in
, see
e perfection of a syrtem of antoreatic
elheead deere operanng Ly elec-
tricity, and permitting of closure in
Itime of emergency by a single officer
n the bridge of the ship. The de-
flee hes bece named the long-rre."
sysetm, because the lcrig arm .. 
electric wires reach out to an e 0 •
ship.
A ship is divided into wetertighe
compartments with balabead daege_
pernelttieg tetereeeiree between them.
If the ship's hull is punctured, water
lrush in. If the doors axe shut, only
the compartmert, nearest the puncture
iwill be flooded. The vessel will still
'float When the Victoria was struck
/her doors were open. The men were
itoo eeeited to close them. If the
doors of a ship are aiTtbmatieslly
closed in time of need, the vessel is
unsinkable. That's what the new plan
ICOme.3 about as near to securing ashuman ingenuity allows.
Hydraulic and pneumatic doors
ewers tried by our navy department,
!het they proved dangerous end im-
practicable. Then Rear Admiral and
INaval Constructor Bowles, now presi-
ident of the Fore ltiver shipyards, eon-
calved the idea of operating the doors
lby elertricity. An electric system WSJ
Akan developed and has been installed
Ion 16 of the newest ships. But still
!there were defects. The doors were
too delicate and intricate, many naval
,oflicers thought. The scheme must be!
;made simple,- and, if possible, lighter.
l,V•e bureau of construction and re-
!pair imposed most severe tests for
any new system of automatic doors.
The tests of the new plan have just
!been completed, and it is believed that
ithe two new vessels will, accordingly,
the the safest warships afloat .
' This is but one of the numerous im-
iprcreemente which will go on the new
whips. Safety, safety of the ship and
;of the men in her, is a primary re-
lit
db.
uirements. Besides, the "long-arm"
bulkhead doors, always under perfect
control by means of electricity, greater
*safety is the inspiration of dozens of
improvements that are going int* our
.new warships. One of these Improve-
ments is a sprinkling device for the
.magaines; another is an electrical de-
vice for controlling the firing of the
;boilers.
Quite the most ingenious of minor
improvements is the portable steering
apparatus lately patented, especially
for nee eboard warshms. Cripple the
steering apapratus and the ship is at
the mercy of the elements or human
enemies. This portable steering ap-
paratus, it is claimed, will make e
•possible to direct the ship from any
one of half a dozen statiors by means
of electrical eonnertions there loCated
and all gommunicating with the steer-
ing room, the most carefully protect-
ed part of a warship. The near future
IS likely to see the warship with
armored smokestacks and better pro-
tcetien than the conning tower now
affords for the commander of war ves
sels in action.
At the moment the never-ending
competition between shell and armor
is silehtly in favor of the shell, a
fact due to the new explosive, dunnite,
the secret of which Las been obtained
by our government from the inventor
Turbines probable will mark the next
step in warship prceulsion.
Theee are only the most striking of
new appliances and devices and im-
provements'aboard the twentieth cen-
tury warship. Thera are others, such
as more perfect range finders. better
arrangements for haudling ammuni-
tion and improved accommodations for
the comfort of the blue jacket in peace,
and his care when injured in war.
Safer and more numerous hospital sta
tions are provided for in the new
ships Low being planned. Veritably
there is no end to the ciernands mach
upon the naval designer.
ranger Signal.
Red la the signal for danger every-
where. Iven in the far-away Society
Islands, the natives are bound to rush
to the seue whe the red signal flight
is seen. These 'Flanders produce the
light by burning a dried seaweed, which
gives forth n bright cherry red.
eBleetring of the River."
A curious Ftoumanian Christmas
custom is the "blessing of the rater.'
A service is held on the bank of thc
Daphe, and a enulti wooden cross
throTrn in through is hole in tee ice
.A tisane scramble follows to recover
the relic.
ARISTOC:1ACY OF ITALY. Poet with the Dough.
One Noble, Lard Who ,Was a lltreet
Scavenger, Another a
Waiter.
There is au old Venetian adago.
which says: -Conte plie non coats
non COIltn.--' ideate" (A. count who
doesn't count (money) doesn't count
for anything). And this cynical prepo-
sition represenai fairly wail the senti-
ment of the na)dern
In that country the general feeling
toward the titisd aristocracy is, I will
not say one of contempt, but at best
of utter indifference. The lesser sort
of titles are reearded as almoet value-
less, even by ietedr possessors. And
now a new and rising aristocracy, sup-
plied from the ranks of industry and
commerce, are displacing the families
of ancient and resounding name, the
members of which fall into obscurity
and at times 1...to fulfilling the most
menial offices,
I have known a case of a noble lord
who followed the Interest:age occupie
tion of a street scavenger. In a cafe
In a certain Ita:.an town I was habit-
ually served by .. waiter with the title
of count and a . _a
 3 famous in Vene-
tian history. Led t am personally ac-
quainted with a lord of ancient line-
age whose title descended from a fa-
ther engaged in the avocation of rail-
way porter.
In general the arietocracy of Italy
are miserably poor. They make a
brave show, but behind the splendor
of personal trappings and adornments
there is often the shadow of bare
dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
in Italy, is possible and easy, for in
that country life is passed in the sun
and air, and the obligations of hos-
pitality are much less stringent than
in Tengleelis
he gilded youth of Venice, who, in
immaculate habiliments of a Beau
ummet and with airs of lords of
priucipalities, swagfer across the Piaz-
za San Marco, and set the hearts of fair
visitors fluttering with their magnifi-
cence and majesty, contrive to do all
this eri something like three francs a
lay.
The daily turnout in the Corso or on
tt.he Pinch) at Rome has a splendor lit-
tle Inferior to those of the Champs
Elysees or 'Hyde Park, yet not a few
of these languid ladies and gay cav-
aliers are better acquainted with the
painful yearnings of an unsatisfied
stomach than any British mechanic
regularly earning his 22 a week.
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
Unwaveringly Constant and Atten-
tive to the Comfort of Her
Husband.
The Chinese wife is nearly always
constant, chaste and affectionate. Chi-
nese stories like to awell on the love
of women that has no limit This, skisthe Pilgrim, is why widowhood is
revered and suicide, on the part of
the bereaved woman, Is not condemned
In the old classics. It is because of
this general acknowledgment of the
unwavering constancy of wives that
the fickle woman is held up to scath-
ing satire In their plays and proverbs.
It is from a Chinese story that Vol-
taire drew his inspiration for the tale
of the woman who promised her hus-
band on his death-bed that she 'would
not marry till his grave was dry, and
was found next day fanning the monad
to hasten the drying process.
Much of this contentment on the
part of the Chinese women may, no
doubt, arise from the common Inter-
est of the husband and wife in the
growing family. You will often see
fathers wheeling baby carriages along
the streets, just as you fnay see old-
er sisters carrying the little fellows
or mothers taking them on a visit to
their neighbor for a mutual compari-
son of baby ailments and engaging
traits. Until his school days begin
the little boy does abcut as he pleases,
but as soon as his days of study begin
he is put under very strict discipline
Girl babies are less welcome arrivals
in a family than their little brothers.
especially if there be several of them
already. Among very poor people in
times of famine, girl.' are sometimes
sold into slavery by their parents, both
to rescue the rest of the family and
the girli themeeives from starvation
The lot of .the slave girl is a hard
one. She huenone of the rights of a
free woman. But it cught to be added
that the Chinese look on this custom
with great disfavor. A slave owner
Is nearly always a thoroughly hated
individual in the community.
Webster as a Kelp Gatherer.
It did not take Webster long to dis-
cover the value of kelp or seaweed as a
fertilizer. He carted tons of it upon his
exhausted land. In addition, he
manured his land heavily; he even
spread menhaden on acme portions of
the farm. He was, in fine, a scientific
farmer who was constantly experiment-
ing with soil, fertilizers and the succes-
sion of crops. He wrote to his overseer
frequently from Washington, planning
the care of the soil and the crops, dis-
cussing the best treatment for different
portions of the farm in the Tight of past
experience. For example, in one letter
be said: "We have made some mis-
takes, but must hope to grow wiser.
Never again SOW small grains on long
manure. Put that down as bneakixim."
—Country Life in America.
John Brown dottonwood.
One day In 1857, John Brown, the fa-
mous abolitionist, rode up to the Ben-
ton place near Effingham, Atchison
county, and dismounted. He carried in
his hand a switch which he had cut from
a cottonwood tree. This he tonecilaide,
and later Mrs. Benton stuck It in the
ground at the back door of her MTN
house. It taok.root and grew. It is now
a huge tree, and is known'in the reigh-
borhood as "the John Brown cotton-
wood."
4
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A CURIOUS PROFESSION. A TEST -BY FIREMEN.Society ,Dame—Who is .that Youngman who is so attentive to you no*?
Great Belle--He is a poet.
Society Dame—Mercy on us! Ansi do
you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw yoar-
self away on a poor, miserable starve-
ling of a poet?
Great Belle—Oh.'he isn4 that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
ments in verse.
Society Dame—My csen. own daugh-
ter, after all; ask him to dinner.—Tite
Bits,
OUT OF THE QUESTION.
Anxious Person—Would you run on
an errand for me. little boy?
James—Sorry. mum, but I'm a, bit un-
der weight an' me football trainer has
recommended easha' off fer a few days.
—Chicago News.
Pastoral.
The farmer sows his crop
- And the good wife sews, his clothe.;
The farmer darns the weather
And his good wife darns his hose.
The farmer pitches in the hay;
But should he cro.s ker whim.
His good wife lays Aside her work
And pitches /0.c.
—Judge.
A Suitable Snit.
Sharpe—Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Muggins—Yes; I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe—Charles the First would
have been a lot better for you.
Muggins—Why?
Sharpe—Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have change," said the mel-
ancholy citizen. "Things are not what
they used to be."
'Well," answered the man who take,
the world as he finds it, "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and tend the furnace and shov-
el snow?"—Washington Star.
Queer GirL
Tess—Hasn't she finished that love-
story yet?
Jess—No; she reads very carefully,
and scrupulously, you know.
Tess—Does she?
Jess—Ohl awfully; why, she even
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
all that —Philadelphia Press.
Worse and More of It.
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble"
"My wife drove me out of the house
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad"
"And now she's suing me for ()e'er-
tion."—Cleveland Leader.
Correct
Teacher—What is a synonym?
Pupil—A word that has the same
meaning as another word.
Teacher—And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupil—So you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
ene—Cleveland Leader.
What They Miss.
Flats—It is said that elephants lite
subject to rheumatism.
SharperMell, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats—What Is that
Sharps—They don't have to listen to
people who have a sure cure for it.—
Chicago News.
Satisfied.
"Can't see why you're so smitten
with her."
"Why, because she's so deucedly
pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
That's deep enough for me!"-'-Cleve.
Land Leader.
Cut Nate*.
Dr. Quackerly—You don't mean to
say that old Sawbones charged you
$15 for amputating your arm?
The Victim—That's what he did.
Dr. Quackeriy—Why in the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have cut
both your arms off for $10.—Chicagc
News.
Solved.
"Why did Mahammed go to the
mountain?"
"He thought he could get bottom
rates there than at the seashore"—
Cleveland Leader.
His Modesty.
"Haven't you got a good, honest, in-
corruptible man in your city who
would be an ornament to this Miles?"
"Sure, b it I don't want the office."
—Hcuston Post.
Body of Ms a Under Diecction of
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
, The question of employing "cla-
quers" in New York theaters has been
agitated; but It is safe to say that,the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. The claque in European
cities consists of a small body of men.
.under the orders of a chief, Who un-
dertake to applaud actors and actress-
es at certain times. The only one ol
the band who is remunerated is the
chief. The men under him get the
privilege of seeing the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" of the great subsidized
theater of Paris are officials paid by
the management to do certain work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to. 500
francs a month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
the theater at each performance a cer-
tain number of men with big, strong
bands and intelligent enough to clap
when they are given the signal by
their leader.
The claquer's work does not demand
Intellect of a high order. The chief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager, to have talked with the au-
thor, and to have a very accurate idea
of the good points of the play. The ,
men under him are scattered all about
the house ready to *give a quick re-
sponse to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently re-
spectable. They are small shopkeep-
ers, students of the drama and pupils
of the Conservatoire. with insufficient
money to spend upon theater going.!
At the opera they number 30. They-
assemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Haussmann and the Rue:
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader and answer to their names I
like small schoolboys. As each an
ewers -present" to his name he re-
ceives a metal ticket upon which is the
numeer of his seat.
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
Erie Is the Water Most Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think they have
nearly all the dangers and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen (except their
poor pay) and other perils of their own
besides, says Outing. They have no
tides--except every seven years, some
say—but they have currents to consid-
er, currents that run in all sorts ot
different directions at unscheduled
Intervals. They have no be.nki of
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; for
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac—
full of reefs, islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke tot
many miles across the water, stinging
the eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, is considered the worst of
all. Lake Sueprior is deep, over 1.000
feet in some places, reaching 600 feet
above the sea level and 400 feet below,
but Lake Erie in its deepest spots is
only about 200 and in most parts much
shallower. Accordingly one of these
sudden and furious storms kick' up •
tremendous row, so that lietween the
very choppy sea and the constant dan-
ger of running aground the lake cap-
tains dislike Lake Erie in a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over, it is not the water
(which is their element), but land
which they fear.
WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
Differentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.
An old woman once asked in • dry
goods store to be shown some silk. A
young clerk showed her some, saying:
"We can do this for you at $1.60 a
yard." The woman asked for some
I thing better, but the clerk replt that
they had nothing better. Whe upon
the .propristor came forward and said:
' "You must excuse my assistant, ma
' dam; he is new to the business. Here,
Imadam, is • superior article, $2.60 a
yard. If it were not for the fact that
I bought it some time ago we should
have to charge you $3.75 for, as you
are doubtless aware, owing to the re
cent epidemic among the silkworms,
the price of silk has increased emir.
monsly of late." The customer took
the silk. A few days later the same
old woman, came in and asked for
some tape. The clerk said, glibily:
"Here are some that we can let you
have at 16 cents the dozen yards. If it
wasn't for the fact that we have had
it in stock some time we should have
to charge 25 cents, for, as you are
doubtless aware, owlpg to the recent
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
price of tape has gone up enormously."
It was then she hit him with her am.
Railway Cars is Indiah
not times in India have led ta
I smdstle CST construction. a 111 passes-
' ger cars have double roots, the etie
from two and a half to sight•laaties
above the other. The upper roof is
continued from the sides about ss
inches, forming an ,w-ing over the
upper pert of tile windows. Another
peculiarity of the first and seeond-class
cars is the servants' compartment at
each end, as almost every passenger
takes at least one serviint with him.
No Courthouses There.
"This seems like a pretty healthy
country," said the tourist. "What die-Saved Him Trouble, ease do most people die of out here")
"Has noble* made up his Mind to "Well," replica the western native,
marry that widow?" 
"you might call it kleptomania, but
"It wasn't necessary; she made up we got a dithrent name AV It."78trel,Iter mind."—Houston Post. Stories. / • J
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EXPLOSIVES BURNED TO AS-
CERTAIN TILE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
Force to Do Much Damage--
Interesting Experi-
ment.
An interesting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth., says the Bostop
Herald, for the purpose of having de-
termined the/ extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a,great many hardware stores
It is known that ammunition is carried
in stock, and in gua stores ammuni-
tion, of course, is a regular part of the
stock in trade. It has been thought
that this class of material was of a
character that would prove seriously
dangerous in case of firs, because fire-
men .would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. It has been customary in moat
cities to have ordinances passed roe
ulating the aincrint of gunpowder that
can be carried in a mercantile stock,
and also designating the' manner in
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the store in which the re-
eeptable shall be placed. Thus, in
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at any one time shall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal box in which
it is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the flremen, so that in the event of
fire it can be easily removed. But
with axed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not •in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief has existed that if
a gun store were to take fire it would
be dangerous to enter it. and, indeed,
It might be dangerous for anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the Are. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practic.ally simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
In a building put up for the purpose.
In which were placed thousands at
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic*
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-
er, in the two tests, in ore of which.
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined space, as in boxes. be,000 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of put-
ting theee in buildings specially built
to be burned down, tbat an exploding
cartridge has not sufficient force to
tear open the adjacent cartridge, and,
therefore, cannot communicate ere to
the powder charge of its neighbor. In
a fire each cartridge explodes indivie.
ually, and explodes when its partia
ular primer Is heated to the flashing
point, but the flash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge,
consequently, instead of having sinril•
taneous explosions. there Is a eerie*
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of anineinition burn-
In( these follow in quick succession,
like musketry Are.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartriAge
shell, when unsupported by the lain
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends its ensiley
In tearing open the shell rather thee
hr throwing the bullet forward, and
as there Is nothing to confine the ea.
canine gas, It has little propulsive
force. Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn off and thrown FOM,
li tie distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that is, the heavier parts of
the cartridge remain behind veld only
the lighter parts are thrown off, and
this with, no great force or velocity.
In a fir* firemen can keep well beyond
the-range of the thrown fragments and
sitnnil 
permit.
within easy working distance
d as close to the fire as the hest will
p
In the Duluth tests It was-found that
fragments of cartridges were thrown
from 20 to 30 feet, but with io hw a
velocity that those who were hit suf-
fered no discomfiture. The cartridges
berned contained more than 400
peunds of black and smokeless pow-
der, a sufficient quantity, if kept. In
bulk, to have made a eery serious ex-
plosion; but when thus divided It was
found that little, if any, damage wtuld
be canoed by it_
Sanitarium and Sanatdrium.
These two terms are frequently cote
fused: "Sanitarium" is from minima,
meaning healtE, and is correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con-
valescents, flanatorium, from mare, to
heal, is correctly applied to institutions
dasigned for tee spedal treatment (1
etch persons, as, for lastasice, placea
*here oonsnuipttves are treated,—
Myerean's -American Family Magazine
Plain Talk.
Houscwife—And you left your last
Woe because of a quarrel with your
trestress?
Applicant —Not a quarrel mum.
"How was it, then?"
"Well, mem. she ins either inter-
term' wid me, an' 1 iihpoke to her as
one lady to liaother." — Cleveland
Leader.
FINE TRAINS
• TO
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limitcd"--Leavng Louis-
ville at 8 a. in. daily ct!innects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and Vestibuled
coaches ,via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
ni. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
Nerves all weals en-. route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. rn., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
'vine to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. rn,
next day. From Danville titis is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land pf the Sky"--Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at g:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asbeville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May etet, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land ot
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hangerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
4NNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati. and Louisville
rcad for reaching the Winter Tour.
1st resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New OrIcans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
'-Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship ceilings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via,
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
8. a. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleates every Wednes-
day at 47oo p. as. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without Change
Chicago to He* Springs, with con-
nections at Metatishis from Cincinnati
end ThroughLouiailval,eDix.
Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Neshville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali*
fornie via the Illinois Central and;
New Orleaes under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd, and Fab
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a atop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Estire
tripe made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur- 
•
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San.
Francisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes 0*-.
.ery Friday from Chicago; eirery Tueaday from Cincinnati and Louirrilla
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday Prom Chicago.
Pull Particulan concerning all ofthe above can be had of agents ofthe Illinois Central and connectinglines or by addressing either of the.
undersigned.
Jos. pilots. D. 13), A., Cincinnati.
F. w. Harlow., D. P. A., Louis-
John 'A., 'Scott, A. G.' P A., Menaphis.
N4'si
S
1
•
A. 11. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.,
.Ctlicago.
e•
OEMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS. HINTS RIR HOSTESSExtraordinarily Citiod Hermits Said--
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the sue-
' easeful treatment of appendicitis byi
means of "collangol," a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
eformed to save the life of the patient.
a * would doubtless be a great boon Ha
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
s is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'oollengol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver *soluble in water. Chem-
deal manipulations for rendering silver,
Quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
itic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
is the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative,
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. hloosbrugger, of Leutkiech, has
now used collangol in appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
in the last number of the Munich Med-
Ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within-two
or three days after treatment a decided
Improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
gxeopting two with very severe cases
out of the 12 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
4 -without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment is very much
fr 'superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis. if early _diagnosed, he it
ever so acute and malignant. can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all it will r3quire a great
deal of very critical observation before
it will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives The published statements
of 1)r. Mooebrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last.
Light cases'- of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, Is for how long.
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Didas-
lik a. "
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
-
Relics of the Time When Ltgal Terms
Had a Significance Not
XII0W11 Now.
To most persons the phrase "This in
denture witnesseth" is as much Greek
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet Lath are relics of
the time when these leeal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
taining at present.
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed akin
The parchment wits seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England. of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" Is a relic of those old.
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contractieg parties to
lay their hands upon the tenemeut in
token of their good faith and there re
mainett a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily Willi
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
it passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
lawyer is is necessary as the signa-
ture to certain documents
A court of law Is a reminiscence of
s time when justice sat In the open
court yard;--and the "dock" is from a
German ford meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
'meaning a branch of a tree treed to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? What
10 fa your trade or profession" asked thejudge of the prisoner..
-1 am, your honor, a pharmacooea-
- 
tagraphologist," His honor threat-
ened to fine him n for contempt of court,
but he proved that the Word wee all
le right, meaning a writer of prescrip-
tions.—Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the woild Is
Tenni?" asked the Belton' teacher
"Because we know It isn't, square,"
prompt.); replisd 1,he toy who had been
abet-whine knewletige abobt craft ani
boodle.-oPhiladelphla Record.
WAYS OF ENTERTAINING ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
An Up-to-Date Book Party—Inscrip-
tions for tba Home—The Dutch
Supper —A7..ef t-Handed Party
—Girl's Birthday Pasty.
(Copyright. 1006.)
, An 17p-to-Date Book Party.
The hostess informed us that she
had spent weeks in preparing for this
entertainment, and we believed her
when we gazed upon the 32 objects,
each beeeing the name of an author.
The title of the book represented was
to be guessed and written on the card
opposite the number the object bore.
For instance, "The Eternal City," by
Hall Caine, was represented by a map
of Rome; "The Virgisdnilo" by a pic-
ture of George Washington, with
Owen Wister written on one corner;
"The Speckled Bird," by Augusta
Evans Wilson. by a white bird cov-
ered with specks; "Black Roek" was
easy—a black stone on the table, with
Connor on it. A spray of blue flowers
recalled that Van Dyke had written
"The Little Blue Flower." "The
Three Musketeers" was represented by
three toy soldiers. Kipling's "Seven
Seas" was recognized by seven C's
written on white paper and pinned on
the wall. "The Octopus," by William
Norris, was a large picture of that flak
Other books represented were: "A
Paste Board Crown." by Clara Morris;
"Boy," Colvin; "We Two," Edna Ly-
all; "The Duet," Kipling; "The Gen-
tleman from Indiana," Booth Tarking-
ton, and "Three Men in a Boat," by
Jerome.
First, second and consolation prizes
were given, consisting of books. This
was an afternoon affair for ladies, but
it would be quite suitable for a club
or church society entertainment.
Quotations Appropriate for the New
Home.
In the old-time manor house it we
the fashion to inscribe a motto ov*
the fireplace, especially in the gree
dining-room and library. The Inscrip-
tion was usually in Lair, the laze
guage of the scholar. This claftt,'
now being revived, and there •
ly a room in which a gentle t •
thy expressed would not be *.
additicin, and which would s.;.. ‘1.•
tract the attention of a guest
something unique. Here are few
good sentiments; the lettering may be
done in script or Old English:
For the hall:
"East or west, home is best"
"A man's home is his castle."
"Home is the resort of love, of joy,
of peace."
''Our house is ever at your service."
Over the fireplace in Mark Twain's
house in Connecticut ts this beautiful
inscription:
"The ornament of a house is the
guests who frequent it."
The three following Inscripi ions are
especially appropriate for the family
living-room:
"Oh, ye fire and heat, bless yei the
Lord."
"God has offh um this ease." or
"Seek thine own ewes."
"No place is more delightful than
one's own fireside."
For the library:
"Old wood to burn,
Old friends to trust,
Old authors to read."
"There is as art of reading."
"The monuments of vanished
Minds." •
"Infinite riches in a little room."
For the nursery:
"God rest ye, little children."
"A child in the bonito is a well-
spring of pleasure."
For the music room:
"The hidden soul of harmony."
"Music, the speech of the angels."
A very popular form of entertain
tnent is the Dutch supper. 'if it is
possible, do. not ore a table cloth, but
have dollies or orange crepe paper
that is the Dutch color. Use all the
Delft china that is procurable; and
imitation ware is very effective and
very cheap. Tulips are the Dutch
flower, and tulip shaped bon-bon boxer
and candle shades may be made from
orange tissue paper. Little wooden
shoes may be purchased and used to
bold the salted nuts. Serve the fol
lowing menu, which is written in
Dutch, much in the mystification of
the guests. (The translation is given
for the benefit of the hostess):
Kuif Soep Met Gehak Balton.
(Veal Soup with Garnish of Meat Balls,)
Gebraden Tong.
(Roaated Tonne ) 
Brussels Sprinten.
((Brussels Sprouts.
Bloemkool met Room Sause.
(Creamed Cauliflower.)
Hering Ste met Croodjes.
(Herring Salad with Rolls.)
Gesneden Sinus Appelen met Wylie
Sense.
(Sliced Oranges with Wine Sauce.)
Gesorteerde Noten.
(Assorted Nuts.)
Kaffee.
(Coffee.)
party., writeFor a left-handed
invitetiOns with he left hand, mei
*Int guest to practice using the
the
roe,
left
hand, for very few are clever enough
to be ambidexterotts. When the
guests arrive the left hapd_ Must be
used in greetine. also in serving and
Wink the refreshments. Have a
type-written or a printed quotation
which each er.e must .copy, using only
the left hand. Award prizes for the
beet Mid poet-eat spectnien. This Is
reelly a very amusing affarr.
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She:iff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder-
ful Things with His
Revolver,
While Deputy Sheriff William Rom
aldson was In the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Rune he got some of the
Dalton spirit h is veins and listened
to the stories of how fonr of the Dal.,
tons met death at the heads of one
man' seationed in a slid and shooting
throughta knothole, rehtes the Denver
Times, They told Mr. Ronaldson
stories of what drack shots the Dal.
tons were and how they picked off
every man that appeared on the streets
with a gun.
When the Denver deputy was on the
train some stranger entered into a con-
versation about what crack shooters
there were in Kadsas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldeon said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but it is.
easy to hit a man with aeWincheeter
In Colorado we use a Colt almost ex-
clusively. Of ccurse, we have no crack
marksitten. but I believe I might ick
off a prairie dog there while the
is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot in
Deputy Ronahlsons face and it wet
covered. Ronaldson snapped out hit
38-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was. in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas pral
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver. was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force say
they would take a hundred simile]
bets that Renaldizon could do the same
nine times out of ten.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
Feline Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Malta cat*
have no tails," bays' a writer in the
Scientific American, "only 81441
stumpe, and that the offspring of such
in okher parts of the world, in the
first generation at least, are in the
same abnormalecondition. While liv-
ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. Thb
door of our breakfast room was sprin-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
in title country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
fuligrown he had learned to let him-
self in by pushing from the outside,
but never learned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the inside.
"It was not, however, the openinn
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call attention—any cat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, after he had so
pushed it and got his body partially
In, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tall that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that It ought to have been) from
being caught between the ("losing door
wad its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day so long as we had him, and was
always willing to show off before our
neIghtsors, as he never seemed to rec-
ognize the fact that he had not a tail
like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied te the Patient, Organic
Growth of Rothschild's
got-tune.
"In the first place," it should be re-
membered that the Rothschild fortune
is not industrial," says Vance 'Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rot hsehilds of
France." in Everybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways—like the ligne du Nord—but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of Its slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly has it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of polities.
"And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards., That
means tto0,000.000. Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum—ft seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers.
this 10,000.000,000 of French money.
'They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, minis,
credit, the Bank of France. all the
means of transpor, both railways and
waterways—so far as the canal system
goes—next to the city, whieh owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands end houses in Paris—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Chem ps-
Elysees. the Bois de Boulogne, the Parc
Monceau, and, notably, the Gare du
Nord;- earn) s r're—te s "belong to. the
Rothschilds; their chateaux dot the
provinces; in land alone they possess
400,000 acres."
Making India Paper. "
The process by which India paper is
made is a secret known to but three
living persons. When one dies another-
is let into the mystery. In this way
it has been preserved ever since it was
Invented by an office in the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper is peculiar in that
print- on one side does not show
through on the other. .
Science to the Fore.
We find intellect working not so
much in literature as in the domain of
Science, which has brought forth dur-
ing the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not had the poems of a. Keats or- a
Shelley, we have MO wireless tele-
graph, ratline X-raya and a number of
kindred discos. er ca.—London Acad-
emy.
‘,.
COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
HOW One's Beauty and Temper Can I
Be Maintained in Spite of the I
Dust and Dirt.
Even more important than a knowl-
edge of how to appear well groomed
when at home is the understanding of
how to make the best of oneself when
traveling. It is at such a time as this
that even more care than usual is nec-
essary, for what with dust and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty.' Lack
of proper sleep is also often added to
the Already long list of discomforts,
and so, unless my lady is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights Vorn the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of Just a little ex-
tra effort. For instance, a small case
should be included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the journey is to be a
long one, the lotions may be carried in
a concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course it goes without saying that
the wise woman of to-day is sufficiently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean-
ing her face at such times. True,
grime and tiny bits of - coal and dm
ders will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in the most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and natu.
-ally the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing these disfiguring acieielons. len
tortunately, however, the use of so
much scrubbing and. rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
'ace tender and thus renders it impose
iible to keep the complexion in any-
thing like a pleasing condition.
;Ito use of the lettuce creath for
cleansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repeat
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
lot so familiar, and one of these is in
the use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple solution, the formula for
which has often appeared before. This
•emedy is made by adding to six ounces
ef lose water the juice of one' lemon,
me dram of borax, and one-half dram
ef glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
benzoin may also be added if desired.
It is employed by :nixing it with the
almond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading It carefully over tne
'ace and neck and allowing it to remain
'or a few moments. This can easily
te arranged even when traveling by
first of all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream and then applying the
(mite, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
completed. This paste may then be
washed off carefully, a good powder
lesi.ed on, and the skin will look as
refrshed and improved as though a
;God masseuse had been expending et
'orts upon it.
For those who have not the patience
'o experiment with the paste and who
oereist in frequent ablutions, the al.
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the tee-
e.r, will be found to be excellent in
elace of soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
it Is Foully Constructed and Makes
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the House.
This is an easily-constructed stand
hat costs bet very intle. It may be
made either cf hamboe or rustle
iranches. The tiatnbo,e.can be bought
it almeet city en 1 eller dealer'',
and, at most learnt:hire; warehouses.
Three k'.gtb o. . elile height are
CAN BE MADE AT nottE.
required, and two circular pieces of
wood. Holes must be burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass screws are
pased into the boles and acrewed•into
the wood. The wood should be stained
er painted, and the edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Geritlertuin Preceas.
At the theater the gentlemen pre
cedes the lady and stands at the en-
trance to their smelt to allow her, to
Nos in flint. The same at church. The
gentleman takes the lead also in leav-
ing. He will assist the lady in putting
ore. her wraps before he puts on his
own overcoat.
•
With Large Hips.
The, woman with the large hips
should have her long coat almost
straight !Dth1 V.:te Settee the
-
Troubles of the Rich.
Oil Magnate—Ah, my boy, a ma
lionstre's position is a hard one.
Skeptical Friend—In what way?
Oil Magnate—If I hoard my wealti
they say I'm a skinflint, and it I 'ivi
my money away they say I am trying
to ease my guilty conscience.—Titd
Bits.
' A Genius.,
"Yes, I think my new son In-law has
a genius for finance."
"Has he been making money on
stocks?" .
"Nei; but he's just got home afters
three weeks' vacation, with $7.60 Jo
cash."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Ireesistible.
"I saw Grumby talking to you yen
terday. I thought you said hp never
spoke to you any more?"
"He doesn't, usually, but he noticed
I had a cold, and he couldn't resist the
temptation to tell me an unfailing rem-
edy for it."—Cleveland Leader.
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son fol
low?"
"Haven't decided! If his hair is espe
cially luxuriant I'll advise him to be
musician: If his beard is particular',
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."—
Washington Star.
SECRETS.
She—They've been secretly engaged
tor a year.
He—How do you know?
She—Why, she's told almost every.
body.—Chicago Journal.
The Modern Jack Horner.
Little Jack Horner
Sat in the corner,
And just why in
The corner he sat
Is quite easy to guess,
m obliged to confess.
'Twas the only place
Lt in the flat.
-.-Jude.
A Call Loan. •
The Inexperienced One (on Atlantis
liner. second day out)—By George! But
the sea certainly gives a fellow a great
appetite..
The Experienced One—Not gives, my
boy—merely lends.—Puck.
Beasaured.
"You haven't married me just to spite
somebody, have you she asked, looking
anxiously up info his honest blue eyes
"No, dear," he absent-mindedly re-
plied. "I took you for your money
alone."—Record-Herald.
On Strike.
Jim—Say, Moike, is Pat out on
shtrike?
Mike—Yis. He shtruck fer more pay,
thin he shtruck th' boss, thin he shtruch
a cop, an' now he's shtrikin' shtone in th'
penitentiary.—Judge. •
Why He Did It.
"He must think a lot of his horse."
"Why?"
"Because he named her after his wife."
"That Miele is a confirmed kicker, and
the hardest horse to manage that he has
got."—Houston Post. ,
Recrimination.
The Auto—I don't balk, or run aseay.
or shy at harmless things in the road
Yahl
The Horse—And I don't break down,
or expalode, or turn turtle over bridges
Yah!—Chicago Sun.
All Is Revealed.
"Do you beneve it is true that halt
the world doesan know how the other
half liver?"
"No. They're building all the avert-
merit houses with shafts now."—
Cleveland Leader.
Fairly Polled in It.
"Our office boy dropped into poetry
yesterday."
"How was that?"
"The literary editor kicked him into
the waste basket!"—Cleveland Leader.
The Kind She Wanted.
Lady—Do you think this 'medicine
would do my husband any good?
Driggist—I'm sure of it. madam.
Lady —Hum! What other kinds have
you got?—Judge.
Poor Ground.
Reuben Hayseed—That's awful poor
ground, in Deacon Hardup's farm.'
Roger Turniptop—I should sae' so! Of
a dry year you can't raise an Umbrella
on it—Judge.
Mean Thing! .
Susie—Jut -think! Tom says thrre
Sail a girl in town with a complexion
like mine.
Lucie—Isn't he the knocker?—Cleve-
land Leader.
A Specious Pleader.
Ile—Kissing is a sure cure for
freckles.
She—I have no freckles.
-He—But It is a fine preventive.--Chl.
Otto Sun.
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"I notice," observed t Se square.
Jawed, pug-nosed we. st ain't look
se if he'd know the tlitierf e between
the higher and nobler at.. a load of
steam coal—"I notice that the back
advert:leg end of some of the maga-
lines pettish a teetintorilei as to the
merits of aecertain brand of unscent-
ed toilet -seep, -written by one of the
short-haireePladies he has b: ee .o-
Mg her little bit during the past half
century . Po toward obtaining the
franchise for w te
mIlhe picture of the women who
tikes the unscented soep is run weer
the ad, and her testimonial is surely-
I, heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
7 volt ntaili contribution.
"In the coorse of hee remarks in.
the teetimonial he says this: 'I ale,
her a perfumed wereen:
"I'm going to take, with your kintd
porn& ;ion, e. short-arin biff at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
Woman. 
•
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per-
fumed woman.
"To nie a peefumed —omen is the
real thing in femininity.
'
"The daintily perfumed woman, who 
when she swishes past you, has some-
thing about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old hoheyeuckle-covered
porch that you keew a quarter of a
ecnttrry ago—she's the one for mine.'
She carries with her the suggestion off
susphodellan meadows sod starlit dells,
the cool aroma of cornfields at dusk.
"She rwirls by you and leaves in•
your heart a little ehtmine, ..eck to the
wild roses that you picked on your-
way to the old crick where you went
In swituroin'.
"When the daintily perfumed woe
man frzu-froos o ,t of your office
you sort o' film back 'to those al(
mornings of your kidhood when that
just-awakened dawn snitlt so meet!
-after you'd turned out en,ly to chop
the kindling wend for the kitchen fire.'
"She's feminine, the well-pc"? onedl
*roman; that's all.
"I entrti emit:line all • the wee'
throuee fer mine.
"Like eon. to wear unsaeltary cleteee
end-th' eels. I ne-, :r two le-- no
a woreaa wearine e-eallce ceea-
mon-sense clothes and shoes anti seem
gear, andel never rjr any other reaM
that dil. I want to wear just ase
high heels as e hey blame pleese
to wear, ard the tigbtc r and straightere
front their,coreets, why., the better it(
suits me. The staeless woman looks
like a cornbluatien of an Eeis
immigrant are a fat le ty out ••t a
Rubens picture to me, and the wemaa
with fiat-heeled shoes of the so-called
commor-sense kind looks to me as
she ought to be a policelnan, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the woleanny woman.
"Gimme a lyee; or a harp,. or a fit-
gelhorn, or a kazoo, or any cid thing,!
that may sieg the glories' and the
praises of the purely feminine womanil
"She was here in the world's careen_
dawn, and 'she's going 13 be right here  
alongside of us, I hope, when we're
having e1.39 round-trip excursions to
Mars!
"I never could see tile woman Win
wears rezu's hob-nailed shoes, and sus-I
penders, and such like, and ertio flags
scented scaps and perfumes and things
of that kind because she considers 'ere
too 'womanish.
"All of the adorableneaa of women
consists In their femininity.
"It's because every once in • while
she WA her household work eerie
early so she can 'go upstairs and have
a good cry;' it's leccauae she macerates
us into pulp with her 'because;' it's be-
cause she admits-our premizes and de-
nies our conceisions; it's because she'll
pucker her lips .feii-leaby talk when she
sees en infant a block away; it's beg
cause she lovers roa,s. cad Neey tairop
avid two deltarn-a-ponnd candy; it's be-
cause she elves us U-.c reproachful eye
only when ife.naght to be sewed up in.
a blanket and clubbed to the verge or
the other world; it's becanse she'll dig
and deter. and scrape and scrap for her
husband and her Stile ones until icy
stalactites hang front the roof or. Tar-
tarus; it's because nhie ealee at her ere*
with a little wad of a hendkerchief u :-
tit her n-ice is in.d when rhe seas
man suffering- et's ;tee. beeause .
feminine, pal, and a hell, big heap
ter _from evPry eeint of ntien than we
are just because she is fetkirtine, that
she h.srim on the deed lope, and plum
loco ovet her. ever Morn the des 
ot
the shepii,rd king of lit:netl
"If they went to perfume themselves
,
let 'em. I, for one. tiee 'ern perrnmed.
Let 'em' do any of the old fendeine
things that they want to do. They're
pretty nigh' clways right, taking 'eei en
masse, and they eon't make belt as
many mistaken as we men do.
"Give re a lute, that I mly (+set of
the physleal.-mental, moral and spirit-
pal loveliness oil the perfumed, who
 is
the typically teminire wernan!" -
ene-e's
hopin.' that she'll be with us till the
end of the world and afterward:
That's me!"—Washiegton Star.
Large_Gronp of Sun Grote.
The ofliciels at the. navel ohm vt
o
tory announce thee a litege grooe /of
solar spot e olederved with
photohelk.eraph et that instal.; kole
The group hal Relevance(' ..at‘eut two
days' upon the disc of the sun .vielble
In this vicinity arid is locale in sc,eb
latitude. The goer)) can he h,
the naked eye, hut with a tea-- e
Is resolved int() a ream' of email
closely grouped'fogetherr is the
largest sun BMA v:aiule Mee-) lest
Spring.
e -
Fearei t o Worst.
The Parsoe--Veley arc efei down-.
cast? Do -s not the fetnre look hi teht
to yon?
; The Dy!ag Man 1%2. ?. --:3t'. •
Arland Levier,
,
 400., A
You have never
ANY HI
as delicious as Mrs. Carrie Ellis'
Celebrated
Candy
4 ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Free samples given away from 4 to
zop. m. Saturday.
AT
MTHURSONS
DRUG STORE.
, THE REXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
^
Friday Morning, Jan. r9,e1906.
LABOR OFFICERS
CHARLES HART CHOSEN PRES-
IDENT OF CENTRAL LA-
BOR BODY.
Mr. Claes:roe Martin, of Greeruyille,
Ky., is in tl-e city.
. Lawyer. Jsseph Grogan' has return-
ed from a trip to Alorray.
'Prof. H. F. Lyon leaves today for
Fredonia, 'raw York, to visit tie sis-
tels Mrs. J S. Graves. --
Col. Victor Van de Male returned
yesterdary n• mining from a dremming
trip througri: Tennessee. sss
Contractor William Katterjohn re-
turned yestisday morning from Chi-
cago.
Mrs. "George T. Davis anxl, son
Richard, reaurned yesterday to their
home in Ma., field, after a brief visit
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Evans, at
Hotel Craig.
Mr. Charles Reed, of The Palmer,
will this morning return from a trip
to Chicago.
Judge Richard. Lightfoot returned
last evening from a trip to Nashville,
Tenn.
Mr. Frank '.-Tnnidt of the Hender-
son Brewers sin Metropolis yes-
terday on besiusss.
Master Newell Dunlap, of Paris,
Ten,n., is visiting 'his grandparents,
Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Newell.
Mrs. J. Fs--Wr'ght, of Vienna, Ill,
yesterday returned home after visit-
ing 'her brother, Di-. J. E. Woelfle.
Miss Emma Ferguson, of Livings-
ton county, is visiting Mrs. Charles
Bowland.
Mr. Louis Brownlow, the newspa-
per man, yesterday went to Nashville,
Tenn.
City Treasurer John J. Dorian hasArrangements Completed for Big returned from Chic:ago.
Ball Monday Night—Lssther- 
• Engineer Seigle and daughter Ther
workers Cotroversy. esa, have returned from visiting the
Tamer's sister, Mrs. F. C. Hoppen-
hoyst, of Louisville.
Mr. Andy Clark went to Earlington
yesterday to visit his mother.
. Roy McKinney yesterday wen*
to Louisville, Ky.
Mr. J. A. Bacon and wife, of Cin
cinnati, arrive next week to visit the
latter's sister, Mrs. R. S. VanLoon.
Allies Laura Wagner, of Princeton,
is visiting Mrs. John Cartwright, of
Harrison street.
Mrs. T. C. Baskette is visiting in
Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. F. J. Sebree has returned from
a trip to Dover, Tenn.
Lawyer Lal D. Threlkeld yester-
day went to Nashville, Tenn., on
business.
Mrs. Leon Evans is here from
Mbyfield visiting.
Mr. J. 'W. Bennett is visiting in
Louisville.
Judge J .J. Fitzgerald. of Louisville,.
will tomorrow night arrive to partici-
pate in the Elks' cornerstone ser-
vices Sunday, and alio that evening
install the officers foe the local
lqnights of Columbus.
Mrs. Wiliam Little has gone to
Cairo to visit her son Johnnie,
juned several weeks ago while jump-
ing on a freight train there.
Mr. R. J. Turnbull has returned
from Chicago.
Mr. Al Foreman has returned from
Chicago.
Mr. J. 0. Carter, president of the
Retail Merchants' Protective Associa-
tion, has returned to Louisville after
opening here a branch office of .the
concern that rolliciets a business
like Dunn and Bradstreet.
Last evening at the meeting of
Central Labor body in its hall on
North Fourth street, there was held
the election of officers who are to
serve for the ensuing six months,
that being the length of their tenure.
A very large crowd was present and
much interests manifested in the
races which were quite spirited, the
success deciding who shall be a' the
head of organized labor for the com-
ing half year. Many candidates were
put up for each place two weeks
ago, and now last night there select-
ed from the lot, one for every posi-
tion, as follows:
President—Charles Hart, black-
smith.
Vice President—Henry Carroll,
ship caulker.
Recording Secretary—W. E. Gip-
son, retail clerk.
Financial Secretary — Thompson,
machinist.
Treasurer—Cecil Trotter, leather-
worker.
Guide—George Young, cigarmaker.
Guardian—john McGarrigal, boiler-
maker.
, Roll Clerk—Harry Evanc, electric-
ian.
Trustees—George Walters, printer;
W. A. Downs, paperhanger and Jack
Sanders, ship carpenter.
At the next meeting of the body the
president will name those appointive
officers who are to serve with him
and the balance of the elective
officials.
Big Affair.
Arrangements for the big ball next
Miondny night, have been completed
by the special committee selected to
get it up, and prospects are for one
of the biggest gatherings ever con-
ducted in the history of this city. It
will be given in the spacious hall over
the Brunswick bowling alley on
Broadway near Fifth street.
Leatherworker,.
Although the leatherworkers' union
does not state what they are doing
regarding local, houses refusing to
sign their contracts and schedules,
agreeing to employ only union men
this year at specified prices, still it is
understtrod that the local union of
this character of mechanics, have re-
ferred to their national organization,
the ref teal of the local firms to sign.
The national body will instruct the
Padsicahans what to do in the matter.
Micheal brothers is the only firm thus
far signing tha union agreements for
this year in the leatherworking line
of business.
THE RIVERS
There came out of the Tennessee
river this morning, the steamer Ken-
tucky. She lays until 5 o'clock to-
morrow afternoon before skipping
out on her return that way.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out on her
return that way at once.
The John S. „Hopkins left for
Evansville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow,
At 8 o'clock this morning there will
get away for Cairo the steamer Dick
Fowler that comes back tonight.
The Buttorff will get to Nashville
tonight and leave there tomorrow on
her return this way.
The Peters Lee left Mimphis yes-
terday afternoon and gets here Sim-
day en route to Cincinnati.
The Rees 'Lee has left Cincinnati
and reaches here .Sunday bound down
for Memphis.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
ANNEXATION EMIR WANTS
THIS BILL EVOKED GREAT
DISCUSSIONS AT FRANK-
FORT.
Alderman Miller Expected Home To-
day .arld.Mayor-Yeiser Tomor-
row, From Capital.
Mayor Yeiser is expected home to-
morrow from Danville, Ky., his old
home, where .he went from Frankfort
after attending the committee on mu-
nicipalities of the state legislature.
Alderman W. T. Miller, of here,
went up also and is expected te re-
tura today.
This committee is the one which
decides wbitt2ser than alkali be pre-
sented to the general anteinhly the
bills effecting government of cities
over the state. Them were up many
proposed charter amendments and
other bills pertinent to the second
class cities, which includes Paducah,
but the most impexrtant, and tat
bring out the most spirited and bitter
debates, is the one giving councils of
second class towns the right to an-
nex suburban territory on certain
conditions. Telegraphic dispatches
regarding tit's proposition yesterday
stated ay follows:
When it comes to fighting for their
rights, second class cities appear to
be right in the hunt, if the arguments
presented before the municipalities'
committees of the house and senate
yesterday ate-moon, on the question
of changing the laws in order to give
these cities a better chance to take
iu adjacent territory, are to be criter-
ions.
The meeting was lively from start
to finisih, the people of the cities and
those from adjacent territory being
opposed to each other. During the
discussion some of the hottest de-
bates heard in the house chamber this
winter took place. Mayor Conrbbs, of
Lexington; Mayoir Helinbold, of New
port; Mayor Beach, of Covington., and
Mayor Yeiser, of Paducah, made
sweeties favoring the measure, being
accused of entering into a combine
to throttle the people of the smaller
towns around these cities. Mose
Kaufman, of Lexington, fought with
his old-time vigor to secure a favor-
able reco traMell dation for the bill,
while Circuit Clerk Rogers and Dep-
uty Sheriff Wilkerson, of Fayette, in-
terrupted him continualiy with ques-
tions, declaring that the measure was
all for the city and nothing for the
suburbanites. Mr. Roger,, replying
to a question from Mr. Kaufman re-
garding the activities of the fire com-
panies when a house in the suburbs
in- burned, said that he would expect the
tire departnient when the fire was out
and Deputy Sheriff Wilkerson de-
clared that the police never went out
side of the city limits except on a
felony warrant, where they could get
their fees.
Senator Embry Allen compared the
city to a great department store, and
while he in the main favored annex-
ation he thought it was unjust to pass
a hilt which Was all for the city and
nothing for the suburbanites.. He de-
clared that it was on the same plane
of a store inviting custom and tbea
asking its patrons to pay in addition
to the price of the goods for the priv
liege of walking through the buiid-
ing. He wanted to know what would
happen to Lexington if the suburban-
ites were removed, and, after listen-
ing to the senator' sargument, MO9C
Kaufman said he had concluded that
the proper easier would be to annex
Lexington to the suburbs. Hie con-
tended that the people outside of the
city got all the benefits of the city,
bu did not pay for these privileges,
and maintained that the burden of the
taxes fell upon the poor working-
Mr. Antics Smith, the well known man•
young attache of the Charles E. Jen- Sharp debates also were indulged
flings insurance and real estate office, in by Mayor Iheinsboidl, of News
surprised most pleasantly his many poet, and representatives from the
hien& yesterday by returning here scalier towns around that piece, and
from Bdivar, Tenn., with a bride, for a time considerable feeling was
who was royally welcomed by the manifested.
many acquaintances of the unusually 
'The bill which caused so much talkpopular groom, who had so quietly provides that the councils of çitie. of
the second class may annex adjacent
territory unless three-fourths of the
people of the territory to be annexed
file written protest within thirty days
and in that case the county can order
the annexation if they decide that itthe holy bonds of wedlock at the nould be for the benefit of the cityhome of the young lady in that place desirini annexation and not material-by Rev. J. G. Williams of the Metho- ly detrimental to the territory to bedist church there. The ceremony annexed.
was performed in presence of a num-
ber of friends &lid immediately after
same the couple departed for here
where they will make their home at
6ot North Seventh street.
The young lady is very beautiful
and bids fair, to become exceedingly
popular in this city, as besides hers 
—Patrolman James Brennan, of Me
attrantions she is blesses with, culture chanicsbtirg, has a new girl at his
mid winning ways that enlist the ad- home in Mechanicalsurg.
sairetios and friendship of all. She 
is the daughter of Mr. J. M. Kinney, Leresis smite, formerly book-keeper
a prominent business man of that for The Register, but now holding a
city. responsible place at Louisville'vrith
Mr. Smith is one of the city's moat the Equitable Life Assurance corn-
sterling and rising young business pany. He is also the grahdeon of Dr.
men who has resided here for the J. D. Smith, Sr., of Ninth and Broad-
past few years and shown himself to way.
be of what progressive .and pushing
energy that succeeds wherever de-
voted. He has been with Mr. Jen-
nings for a long while and holds ,the
high estimation and respect of every-
body. _ He is a brother Of Mite,ccluto.
HAPPILY WEDDED
AUBER SMITH . RETURNED
- WITH BRIDE TO SUR-
PRISE FRIENDS.
Married to Ilias Kenny, of Bolivar,
Tenn.—Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
Entertain.
—This ,afternoon at 3 o'clock these
will be a called meeting of the Ram-
sey society of the Broadway Metho-
dist church. The gathering will be
held in the church.
WANTED—To rent 5 room house,
with all modern improvements, cen-
trally Located. Will pay _good rent.
Address X Y Z, this office.
zFOR RENT—My residence, Sixth
and Clark, six rooms, sewerage con-
nection, bads) china closet, gas and
electric lights, all in ,eaccellent condi-
tion. J. T. Donovan.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms,
modern conveniencess 6aa Jefferson.
Phone 1735.
TO RENT—Two or three rooms,
unfurnished, for light housekeeping.
Must be _within six squares of Third
and Broadway. Enquire zig South
Third street.
FOR SALE—A lot of up-to-date
office furniture. Telephone 1663.
FOR RENT—Two funnelled rooms
for gentlemen at 219 North Fourth
street.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
0. 1423 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT—Cottage on Jeffersbn
street near Sixth. Enquire of W. H.
Pitterson.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
conducted his plans that none knew
of his happy intentions until he came
back with a life mate. .
The bride is Miss Virgie Kinsey of
Bolivar and Wednesday evening at
eight o'clock the two were United In
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trost
Co., 906 Broadway.
DR. R. L. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
4211 Broadway.
LOCAL NEWS'
—Yestesday was a very pleasant
day, calm and clear and almost balmy
as spring. Last night was but slight-
ly cooler. Today's promise is for
more clear weather and no change in
the atmosphere.
—There will be special music this
evening at Temple Israel services.
—Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Yates, of
North Sizile street, have a sew girl
baby.
—Justice John Bleich yesterday af-
ternoon at 4 o'clock rrearried Mist
Hattie Mac Johnson and J. T. Lee-
per at his office on Legal Row. The
couple was from Illinois oppositz
here. •
—Mess Henry Perkins was much
worse last night with her serious at•
tack of pneumonia. She is the sister-
in-law of Mrs. James Prisseeell, wife
of the merchants' policeman.
—Officer Lige Cross has found the
lost grip of Mr. Clarence Grouse,
traveling salesman for Webb-Phillips
Commission company. Mr. Grouse
several days ago gave it to a negno
with ipstructions to take it to the
Palmer. Thinking he was at the
right place the negro deposited it in
Stutz'. candy store under the Palmer.
There it stood for several days, nu-
body knowing to whom it belonged,
until the officer traced it down.
s--Sompe First Christian church mein
bers say they will not call a preacher
this year.
—Spencer Burton, rive:man, yester-
day morning reported to the police
that the night before when 'he retired
at the Western Turf bed room above
the saloon at Broadway and Maiden
alley, be put his $152.75 roll under
his pillow. When he arose yesterday
it was gone.
As You Like It Clisb.
This evening at their.. borne on
West Broadway Mr. and Mr: Burnett
will entertain the As You ;Like it,
•
Paducah Transfer Compan
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for . Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and:Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
Saperiatively lawskr.
'Got rich, eh? Well, ha's a Inas
lean, sure enough."
"Yes, but or Jim &Derby is lucider's
ktm. You keowed Jim?"
-11"res; but I hadn't heard that he 'tad
it000mplished anything."
"He's kip' outen jall."--Mgastan
Peet.
He Stativt. --
Toting fie.phedd—j nnet yonk bábta
st Os club the other night.
Mrs. claydog—Yee?
Young Sapbedd—lie te—er—ne cadet-
ea, don't ye know.
Mrs. ydog—No chicken? I skeule
say not. Chickens ammo home to roost
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
The Champion Drawing Card.
Pair Customer (breathlessly)—I see
you are advertising shot silks at five
cents a yard.
Salesman (blandly)—Yes, madam, and
they will do beautifully for mosquito
netting. You see they came In an ex
press car that was held up by train rob-
bers.—N. Y. Weekly.
For Vaults, Monuments and-General Cemetery Work Uwe
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS- s,
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be. •
come dark and discolored. 
• - 7Vt.i
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : a
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, riSop TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, XY,
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS--
THEY SAVE YOUR 'EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLIANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan"
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones mi. is South F ourth St., sas Kentucky Avenue.
the Buffet •
107 SOUTH, FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINS OLD WINES AND WHISICESS.
Everything *erasable in 'be estabie line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for ss centa.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO .
Of Paduaqh, Kentucke,
Capital and Surplus $11545,coocij
ED P. NOBLE. PRIM 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
TIVII/11011 an regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes ia fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to et° per year as to else. You carry your owls
key and no one but yourself has access.
 I
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,E E. ODULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heath's.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
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